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confession in
LDS doctrine and practice
the
while rhe
theiform
form of confession in the LDS church has changed
theform
public admission of sin to confession to a bishop the docfrom pub1ic
necessaryfunctions
trine and necessary
functions of confession remain unchanged
edward

L

kimball

in the christian understanding all are sinners rom 323
gal 322 consequently in order that all may be forgiven repentance is one of the first principles of the gospel A key element of
repentance is confession by this ye may know if a man repent
eth of his sins behold he will confess them and forsake them
d&c 5843 accordingly confession is one of the five steps of
dac
repentance outlined by spencer W kimball 1 conviction of and
sorrow for sin 2 abandonment of sin 3 confession of sin
4 restitution for sin 5 doing the will of the lord confession is
not a mechanical requirement nor is it an ordinance like baptism 2 undertaken in obedience to commandment confession
either to a bishop to god or to offended parties is a concomitant
of the change of heart that constitutes true repentance and results
in reconciliation with god pride and fear prevent confession but
if one has truly repented and received the spirit of the lord pride
1

and fear will be overcome

3

spencer W kimball eaith
faith precedes the miracle salt lake city deseret book
1972 180 for a sensitive treatment of repentance and confession see brent L
top though your sins be as scarlet salt lake city bookcraft 1989 43 66
revised as forgiveness christs priceless gift salt lake city bookcraft 1996
indeed no vicarious confession is required prior to performing the vicarious ordinance of baptism for the dead while repentance is needed for all sins
major or minor formal confession is not required for minor sins
y3j richard clarke confession A requirement for forgiveness in repenaj
tance ed ezra taft benson and others salt lake city deseret book 1990
91 94 brad wilcox broken arms broken hearts and confession in finding
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while this requirement that a person acknowledge guilt
seems at first simple and straightforward in fact it poses many
questions the obligation to confess is basic doctrine but the
scriptures prove silent or ambiguous when the question shifts to
what when where to whom and even why to confess this
article examines current and past latter day saint doctrine and
practice the reasons why latter day saints confess the scriptural
background and confession in other christian churches while
the accompanying summaries and descriptions of authoritative
church statements instructions and various comments about this
vital religious practice constitute the opinions of this author hopefully this information will be useful to lawyers counselors other
professionals scholars and latter day saints in general

current LDS doctrine and practice
A look at

the LDS practice of confession identifies certain
variations over time principally in the decline of public confession
and the institutionalization of confession to ones bishop but
these variations have always been consistent with the basic comman dment to confess ones sins
mandment

to whom Is confession made
today in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints peni
tents confess to god in prayer for example Ps 325 6 dan 93 6
4
have
and
individuals
they
20 23 alma 174 d&c
to
hurt
647
dac
to their ward bishop the last of these is the primary focus of this
study statements about confession do not always specify which
mode of confession is intended but it is clear that several forms
1
I the lord forgive sins
may be involved the scriptures say 1
unto those who confess their sins before me and ask forgiveness
the light in deep waters and dark times salt lake city bookcraft 1992
strip ourselves of pride in that
57 66 wilcox says in confession we
god will clothe us
forin
shame is most intense
moment when
veness 65 66
gi
giveness
4288 92 teaches that an individual offended is to
doctrine and covenants 428892
confront the wrongdoer to give an opportunity to confess in secret to him or her
whom he or she has offended and to god that the church may not speak
reproachfully of him or her see also matthew 524
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d&c 647 they also instruct that a sabbath day obligation is to
dac
thy sacraments
offer
confessing thy sins unto thy brethren
and before the lord dac
d&c 5912 therefore a duty exists to confess not only to god in all events but also in certain circumstances
to the church the organization that god has established for the
welfare of his children the modern latter day saint application of
the latter obligation is that confession to a church official in most
cases the bishop is necessary whenever ones transgression is of a
nature for which the church might impose loss of membership or
1155
other disciplinary action 135
while bishops and branch presidents are the principal recipients of confidential confessions their priesthood leaders stake
presidents and general authorities may on occasion also receive
such confessions 6 if a bishops counselors come to know while
dictionary king james version of the bible LDS edition salt lake
city the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 sv confession 649
see also boyd K packer why stay morally clean ensign 2 july 1972 111 13
you can stand clean
go to your bishop he holds the key to this cleansing
power H burke peterson counsels when necessary receive the blessing that
comes in the confession process too many are harboring the inner feeling of
guilt resulting from unrepented mistakes part of the repentance process is confes sion if you happen to be one of those who has this need 1I plead with you to
fession
go see your bishop before the sun sets tomorrow peterson touch not the evil
gift nor the unclean thing ensign 23 november 1993 42 44 see also general handbook of instructions salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
1022 ezra T benson the law of chastity in morality
latter day saints 1989 10
salt lake city bookcraft 1992 8590
85 90 relating to confession of sexual sins
spencer W kimball the miracle of forgiveness salt lake city bookcraft
7 be teachings of spencer W kimball
1969 179
80 edward L kimball ed the
17980
942
salt lake city bookcraft 1982 85 93 947
94 97 harold B lee stand ye in holy
places salt lake city deseret book 1976 220
2 1 and child abuse helps for
21
22021
2202
ecclesiastical leaders salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1985 5 the last publication refers the reader to mosiah 2629 doctrine
and covenants 5843 and 5912 and 1 john 19 however these verses do not
directly establish the proposition for which they are cited
gif a person cannot bear confiding in the bishop because he or she and the
bishop are too close or not close enough it is permissible to approach the stake
president to discuss the matter vaughn J featherstone A generation of excellence salt lake city bookcraft 1975 9798
97 98 however stephen L richards said
Is the offender justified in by
bypassing
passing his immediate church authority and judge
and going to those who do not know him so well to make his confession almost
universally 1I think the answer should be no 124th annual conference of the
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1954 12 hereafter cited as conference reports
5

5bible
bible
bibie
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interviewing that there is something to be confessed they refer
the matter to the bishop 7 A stake presidents counselors on the
other hand are not quite so restricted depending on their charge
from their stake president the taking of confessions is a responsibility of priesthood leadership in line authority over the confessor 8
in rare instances after private confession the bishop may
well being of the church or interrequire public confession for the wellbeing
personal confession to facilitate resolution of hard feelings among
the affected parties the bishop may require a public confession because in addition to the responsibility he has toward the individual
seeking forgiveness he has a responsibility to protect the good name
of the church 9 to quell unsettling rumors and to promote peace
beginning with bulletin iggi
1991
199111 the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1991 no 1 the bishops counselors can regularly interview previously endowed members for temple recommends but are instructed not to deal
with confessions counselors also routinely extend callings to serve in ward
organizations and interview young people circumstances that could trigger
spontaneous confessions
president kimball stated the responsibility of members to confess to the
proper priesthood authority
no priest nor elder is authorized by virtue of that calling to perform
this act of receiving confession for the church the lord has a consi stent orderly plan every soul in the organized stakes is given a
sistent
bishop who by the very nature of his calling and his ordination is
fins that respona judge in israel in the missions a branch president fills
sibility
sibi
lity

S

kimball faith precedes the miracle 181 82

in the church some questioning by others than the bishop is common
the visiting teaching supervisor asks whether a visit has been completed the
welfare coordinator asks whether a canning assignment has been filled these
queries are much different in character from a bishops interview and are an ordinary part of organizational life without any particular doctrinal significance
reasons given for disciplinary action include protecting the churchs
churche reputation by demonstrating abhorrence of wrongdoing excommunication can also
help wrongdoers realize the gravity of their sin or expiate their guilt as part of the
ment also
process of repentance and salvation the lesser sanction of disfellowshipment
disfellowship
frees people from other church responsibilities so that they can concentrate on
their own situation doctrine and covenants 4279 84 86 indicates that the killer
ilar
bar are to be delivered up to the civil law others are to be dealt
har
robber thief and liar
with by church procedures the delivering up serves to distance the church from
wrong doers see for example the cooperation of the
the depredations of serious wrongdoers
church with the government in the conviction of john D lee for his part in
the mountain meadows massacre juanita brooks the mountain meadows massacre rev ed norman university of oklahoma press 1962 184 99 219 20
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I1111I

unlike the catholic tradition of making confession in a confessional booth10
boothio
boothie and using formulaic words the LDS tradition is wholly
informal and face to face with the bishop the confession is conducted in a private setting so that discussion can be confidential

what needs to be confessed
latter day saints are free to confess to their bishop any kind of

misdeed that weighs upon their souls n but what needs to be confessed to him varies with the circumstances specific guidelines
come into effect mainly in connection with preparations to receive
priesthood ordinances 12
for baptism at the time of baptism at least a general confession is required
1

all those who humble themselves before god and desire to be baptized and come forth with broken hearts and contrite spirits and
an
ail their
ali
witness before the church that they have truly repented of all
sins and are willing to take upon them the name of jesus christ having a determination to serve him to the end and truly manifest by
their works that they have received the spirit of christ unto the
remission of their sins shall be received by baptism into his church
d&c 2037 see also alma 3216
dac

this passage is not taken to mean that a public profession of faith
and confession of sins is required before baptism rather candiprivately13 children of members by their
dates are interviewed privately13
bishop and converts by a mission leader about their commitment
II reduced the formalistic chardiscussed below in note 206 vatican 11
acter of catholic confession and made the use of the confessional booth optional
1 I acknowledge the danger that to focus on the action of confession in
the absence of the attitude of confession would be to view it merely as another
step in the checklist of repentance rather than as a natural outgrowth of godly
sorrow questions such as do 1I have to confess my sins what sins must I1 confess to whom should 1I confess may reflect this overemphasis on the action of
confession at the expense of the attitude top sins be as scarlet 555
there may be still higher levels of expectations for participation in additional special activities for example in 1883 specific requirements for participation in the school of the prophets were tithing observance of the word of
wisdom sabbath observance no profanity justice and kindness in families and
plural marriage merle H graffam ed salt lake school of the prophets minute
book 1883 palm desert calif ULC press 1981 55 57
131n
an
ali
ail
in the case of john the baptist then went out to him jerusalem and all
judea and all the region round about jordan and were baptized of him in jordan
IOAs
loas
As
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to the gospel generally and about certain external indications of resolve meeting attendance tithing and the word of wisdom they
are not asked to detail all their past wrongful conduct however
adult candidates are to be asked expressly about three things that are
considered sufficiently serious to call for extra assurance that church
standards are understood and accepted the three are commission
of serious crime involvement with abortion and homosexual acts 14
assuming repentance none of these is in itself disqualifying with
the possible exception of murder but they do call for an interview with the mission president and in some circumstances with
higher authorities 15
confessing their sins matt 35 6 it is unclear how or to whom these confessions were made in connection with philips baptism of the eunuch faith and
desire are mentioned but not confession acts 83539
835 39
of jesus christ of latter day
missionary guide salt lake city the church ofjesus
234 35 since 1987 all convert baptism interviews are handled by
saints 1988 23435
full time missionaries not by local members
converts to catholicism who are not yet baptized are not required to confess sins committed before baptism confession will apply only to those sins committed afterward frans van de paverd
haverd testimonies from the christian east to
the possibility of self reconciliation in the fate of confession ed mary collins
and david power edinburgh scotland T & T clark
oark 1987 96 rev raymond C
dark
obrien telephone conversation with author april 3 1992 catholics unlike
mormons dac
cormons
d&c 222 3 recognize the efficacy of baptism by other trinitarian
christians converts who have been previously baptized are required to confess
sins in preparation for reception into full communion with the catholic church
but do not need to be re baptized since mormon baptism is trinitarian in form but
not in intention there is a question whether a mormon convert to catholicism
requires baptism
joseph smith taught that intentional murderers who repented might
eventually be forgiven but only after suffering for their crimes until christ should
por
come again and thus at this time they could not be bapti
baptizedfor
baptizedor
zedor
baptized
for the remission of
sins for they had shed innocent blood joseph smith teachings of the prophet
joseph smith comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city deseret book 1972
Lama nites who had com188 89 339 italics added hereafter cited as TPJS the lamanites
mitted murders before being converted to the law of god were absolved from
their curse alma 235 8 18 although they adopted an extraordinary oath to
prevent their suspended bloodguilt from returning alma 2413 for one who
murders against the light and knowledge of god
it is not easy
to obtain
forgiveness alma 396
the 1989 instructions for the church say that those who have been convicted of or who have confessed to homicide even if only in a private confession
to a priesthood leader cannot be baptized without permission from the first presidency which is based on a review of all pertinent details general handbook of
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for baptized members

A baptized member must as a matteaching confess to god all failings admit to

ter of formal church
other individuals the ways in which the members conduct has
injured them 16 and reveal spontaneously or disclose voluntarily
to the bishop anything that might justify church discipline 17

5 2 all the general handbooks that appear under slightly variinstructions 1989 52
ant titles for example the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints general
handbook of instructions 18 will hereafter be cited as the general handbook
of instructions number if applicable year
from 1899 to 1910 instructions for bishops were published annually after
1910 they were published every five years frank 0 may general handbook of
instructions in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 2541 hereafter cited as EM at first the handbooks related to tithing property and record keeping with the 1921 edition
these written instructions began to include items on the spiritual roles of bishops
including receiving confessions over time the instructions became more and
more inclusive and specific
the general handbook of instructions sometimes called the bishops
handbook is intended primarily for the use of priesthood leaders and therefore is
not in general circulation but it is available in some libraries when appropriate
the church quotes from it in court documents for example to establish the
churche position on confidentiality of confessions see briefs and submissions in
churchs
scott v hammock 133 FRD 610 D utah 1990 in both federal and state
courts substantial excerpts of instructions pertaining to church members in general are also quoted in EM 31095 97 and on other similar occasions limited
access to the handbook may reflect reluctance to have outdated versions in circu
lation disinclination to explain changes from one edition to another concern
culation
over spelling out policies that are subject to discretion or the irrelevance of much
of the handbook to the general membership
16s
S kimball miracle of forgiveness 185 dac 4288
92 teaches private
428892
reconciliation as the first resort it appears that this section is talking of conduct
that is offensive to an individual but does not amount to serious sin because for
serious sin such as adultery or iniquity verses 75 80 81 87 the person is to be
delivered to the law of god in contrast for killing robbing stealing or lying
84 86 the offender is to be delivered to the law of the land since
verses 79 8486
verse 89 says that those who refuse to make amends privately are to be reported
to the elders such recalcitrant refusal is also treated as a serious offense
1I know of no answer to the question whether only serious sins or major
offenses that affect others must be confessed to them or when or how confessions to others should be made
17
since only serious sins need to be confessed to ones bishop it appears
that such confession is a means to an end not a universal requirement for forgiveness of all sin if all sin had to be confessed to the bishop it would be very difgiveness
ficult to draw the line between conduct that was simply unwise and that which
was sinful at what point does close personal contact that is sexually stimulating
become sin what of things on the edge of the word of wisdom eating chocolate or too much meat gorging
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currently the last category is further described18
described18 as including any
sexual relations outside marriage 19 involvement with abortions
exceptions10
exceptions2010 and any deliberate and major
subject to some exceptions20
offense against the law such as murder burglary theft or fraud
sale of drugs and serious bodily harm to another particularly
physical or sexual abuse of spouse or child other acts may under
their own circumstances be just as serious failures to live up to
some of the commitments made at baptism such as paying tithing
attending meetings paying debts avoiding contention or obeying
the word of wisdom are normally not matters that call for formal
church discipline 21 but confession may still be encouraged 22 confession has been urged if someone even contemplates serious
even considered abusing or
wrongdoing if someone has
for what might justify discipline the source

is

general handbook of

instructions most recently published in 1989 and changes announced in subsequent priesthood bulletins
19ibe definition of sexual relations calling for confession to the bishop is
19the
intentionally somewhat vague but clearly includes impure or unnatural practices
1 cor 69 and probably heavy petting and persistent masturbation the latter is
a weakness that should be abandoned before he goes on a mission or receives
the holy priesthood or goes in the temple for his blessings spencer W kimball
president kimball speaks out on morality ensign 10 november 1980 97 see
also S kimball miracle of forgiveness 77
78 such evils are difficult to over7778
come without confession and open commitment to change
currently abortion may be excused if the pregnancy is the result of rape or
incest the mothers health is in jeopardy or the fetus is known to have fatal birth
defects even in these cases parents should seek divine confirmation ofthe decision
11
10 4411
EM
1144 bulletin 1990 1
instructions 1989 104
euf 17 general handbook of
efu
104114
eff
ofinstructions
21
general handbook of instructions 1989 10
1044
the generalization is often made that young people should disclose freely
to their bishop not only serious matters but also lesser ones in the interest of
receiving guidance and warning for example in 1974 president kimball said
if there is any young person who has had misfortune to break the
commandments of the lord let him or her seek an interview with
the bishop on a very confidential basis he is
named by your
heavenly father through processes to be your common judge it isnt
a matter of just another man hes the bishop he has the responsibility and you have the privilege of going to the bishop for a confidential interview
there is sometimes disciplinary action but the
bishop is entitled to the revelations of the lord to make that judgment E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 93
if more is confessed than needs to be the bishop can still offer guidance reassurance and support
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offending a child sexually may he this day confess and repent
and forsake such evil thoughts or actions 23

for ordination or temple recommend renewal one
who desires to receive priesthood ordination or to participate in
temple ordinances must meet a set of high religious standards for
aaronic priesthood ordination interviews with boys twelve to sixteen are likely to be less pointed than are those with adults although the standards are nominally the same in interviewing
adults for temple recommends the bishop or stake leader asks a
set of detailed questions24
questions24 about matters of faith 25 loyalty and obe21
dience 26
the bishop is instructed to use great care in interviewing
so that no unworthy person is given a recommend 27 dishonestly
23david
david B

haight

personal morality

in Mor
aUty 121 see similarly
morality

matthew 528 on lust
24
interviewers are instructed generally not to deviate from the recommend
questions to reduce evasion interviewers are to ask the specific questions
instructions for issuing recommends to enter a temple 1976 1996 all interview instructions regardless of any variations in title will hereafter be cited as
instructions for issuing recommends
25
in 1985 questions were first added that directly addressed matters of
belief in the godhead and in the restored gospel in 1996 a question was added
concerning testimony of the atonement of jesus christ
16
in a temple recommend interview a member is also asked about sustaining the president of the church and the other leaders of the church living the
law of chastity conducting family relations in harmony with the teachings of
the church not affiliating with any whose teachings or practices are contrary to
those accepted by the church doing ones duty in the church attending meetings obeying the commandments of the gospel dealing honestly paying a full
tithe keeping the word of wisdom keeping any obligations in connection with a
divorce keeping temple covenants resolving any sin or misdeed and considering oneself worthy to enter the temple
27
27instructions
instructions for issuing recommends 1963 1968 1996 see also EM
2697
98 A letter of october 15 1982 instructed that bishops should avoid ask269798
ing about intimate sexual practices between married couples expanding on the
histed
general admonition to stay with the bisted
fisted
listed questions the present instructions state
when interviewing an applicant for a recommend do not inquire
into personal intimate matters about marital relations between a
husband and his wife
if during an interview an applicant asks
about the propriety of specific conduct do not pursue the matter
merely suggest that if the applicant has enough anxiety about the
propriety of the conduct to ask about it the best course would be to
discontinue it if you are sensitive and wise you usually can prevent
those being interviewed from asking such explicit questions
19961
instructions for issuing recommends april 1996
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answering the questions asked by the bishop who stands as a representative of god and entering the temple unworthily are grievous sins compounding the original sin 28 in addition to the serious
bisted
sins fisted
listed above that might call for church discipline the temple
interview questions are also concerned with whether a candidate
is presently living the general standards of the church thus if a
person has not previously confessed and resolved any significant
religious transgressions or moral failings the questions asked in
these interviews are designed to prompt the person to confess
those sins
indeed in such interviews people also frequently ten
tell
teli
teil the
bishop voluntarily about matters he does not need to hear about
and possibly would prefer not to hear about 29 partly because there
is some uncertainty about just what should and should not be confessed some confess more others less a person with a scrupulous
conscience tends to err on the side of saying too much rather than
too little 30 also there is little publicity concerning even the
21

one who obtains a temple recommend by misrepresentation commits

a

new and often more serious sin
ile to church leaders forget or ignore
lle
he
that when the
those who lie
lord has called men to high places in his kingdom and has placed
bie to them is tantamount to a lie
fie
ile
on them the mantle of authority a lie
to the lord a half truth to his officials is like a half truth to the lord
a rebellion against his servants is comparable with a rebellion against
the lord and any infraction against the brethren who hold the
gospel keys is a thought or an act against the lord S kimball miracle of forgiveness 183
see also david B haight who warns that obtaining a recommend dishonestly
compounds the seriousness of concealed sins haight come to the house of
the lord ensign 22 may 1992 15 and also see neal A maxwell who says
partial disclosure to appointed leaders brings full accountability quoting from
wilford woodruff
woodruffes journal elder maxwell continues the prophet joseph said
woodruffs
we ought to keep nothing back maxwell repentance ensign 21 november 1991 32 it is understood however that vicarious temple ordinances performed by an unworthy surrogate are nonetheless efficacious just as are
ordinances performed by an unworthy priesthood holder see matthew 232 3
19while confessing minor matters to the bishop might sometimes be help29while
ful it can lead to distortion even scrupulosity
311n
in striving to keep all the commandments one can lose sight of the fact
that some conduct is much more serious than other conduct in my experience a
young woman who freely admitted sexual promiscuity could ironically barely
bring herself to admit to even occasional masturbation some feel great guilt even
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guidelines that are clear perhaps out of concern that such might
appear too legalistic and that identifying some sins as not serious
enough to require confession to the bishop might be understood
as labeling them inconsequential 31
for missionary service those being considered for a mis12
sionary calling must meet additional criteria 32
generally once
something has been properly resolved with priesthood authorities
again 33 but in the interview with
it need never be mentioned again33
though they were not morally culpable A victim of incest wrote 1 I feel so guilty
I1 couldve took control of the situation and I1 didnt I1 was a stupid little scared
girl 1I hate myself so much statement in parole file of utah state prison inmate
the first presidency has made explicit that the victim of rape or incest is guilty
of no moral offense simply because she does not die rather than submit first
presidency to all general authorities regional representatives stake mission
and district presidents bishops and branch presidents february 7 1985 superseding letter of june 4 1984 child abuse may come to light when the child
feeling guilty confesses to her bishop C ross clement steps to recovery
and repentance in confronting abuse ed anne L horton B kent harrison and
barry L johnson salt lake city deseret book 1993 318 26
legalism is a serious danger one commentator suggested to youth
too many are willing to offer clearcut
clear cut lists of just what needs to be
an
ail
ali
talked about with the bishop and what doesnt be cautious for all
sin is wrong making a distinction between bad sins that we must
talk to a bishop about and okay sins that we dont is ridiculous
whenever you wonder whether you should or shouldnt
hist
you should if a fist
list is needed
it is appropriate and lin
p octant
ortant to
important
talk with a bishop about any violation of the standards clearly outlined in that booklet for the strength of youth wilcox broken
hearts 60 61
A church that believes in striving for perfection can hardly list all possible sins
see mosiah 429 or label any sin or flaw inconsequential
32the
the focus in this study is on moral criteria there are of course other
requirements for missionary service such as physical and mental health further
26 who are divorced are not called as full time
young men and women ages 19
1926
missionaries and men and women who while members of the church have
been involved with abortions resulting from their immorality will not be called on
missions irrespective of repentance without first presidency approval general handbook ofinstructions
of instructions 1989 7711 repeated in bulletin 1991 1
33 33providing
providing there has been no repetition of the offense nor a commission
of any other serious transgression circumstances that might call for review of
previous conduct usually the matter may be considered settled S kimball
miracle of forgiveness 187 the temple recommend question asks only about
sins that have not previously been resolved with ones bishop see note 26
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prospective missionaries a few matters are considered so significant that even if previously confessed and resolved they are the
subject of further inquiry to ascertain that confession and repentance has been complete these include adultery fornication
heavy petting homosexual activities or other sexual immoralities
drug misuse or a serious violation of the civil law 34

when should confessions be made
anyone with personal concerns is always free to arrange a time
to meet privately with the bishop but there are many other opportunities
tuni ties for confession some such as tithing settlement and temple
recommend interviews normally occur at the initiative of the member but other occasions are initiated by the bishop or his counselors such as callings to church positions or priesthood offices and
periodic youth interviews ideally once or twice a year for each
young person all these provide recurring private opportunities to
31
talk 35
if the bishop has reason to believe there is a problem he may
of course request an otherwise unscheduled interview for the specific purpose of discussing the perceived problem
the ideal is for confessions to be spontaneous motivated by
conscience alone but often they come when triggered by an interbishop36 or by encouragement or pressure
view initiated by the bishop36
from family members or friends who are aware of a problem con37
inquiry37
or in a
investigative
inquiry
during
an
may
also occur
fessions
38
formal
accusation
after
proceeding
disciplinary
church
7711 the expectation of
clearance by a general authority was withdrawn by an attachment to a first
presidency letter first presidency to general authorities regional representa-

general handbook of instructions 1989

34 34general

tives stake mission and district presidents bishops and branch presidents

october

19 1993

tithing settlement is often done with couples or families home teachers

35

or visiting teachers could also be recipients of confessions but they are instructed
structed to refer any such matters immediately to the bishop rather than involve
themselves further compare to the role of teachers in the aaronic priesthood of
the nineteenth century william G hartley ordained and acting teachers in the
98
57598
37598
lesser priesthood 1851 1883 BYU studies 16 spring 1976 375
36the
he bishop may be acting spontaneously or in response to a complaint
by a member who has been offended by one who refuses to make amends
d&c 4288 89
dac
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when asked about improper conduct a person who is at
fault can confess lie or refuse to answer but since a refusal to
answer would be perceived as an indirect admission that option is
rarely chosen unless the person is at the point of withdrawal from
the church 39 consequently the real choices are to tell the truth or
10
lie
he and to lie is itself compounding the sin 40
to ile
A believer is thus
under great moral and personal pressure to confess whenever a
priesthood leader asks directly about misconduct

who grants forgiveness
christ gave his apostles power to bind or loose on earth and
told them whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed
in heaven matt 1818 this power included authority to remit or
retain sins on earth and they would be remitted or retained in
2025
heaven john 2023
2023 latter day saints understand that in new tes2025
tament times christ granted to his apostles more than a power merely
forgiveness41 christ vested a present spiritual power
to recommend forgiveness41
joshuaa
consider joshuas
716 25 church disJoshuas interrogation of achan in joshua 71625
cipline of those who are unrepentant about having offended other people shades
off into civil disputes while church leaders may try to help resolve civil disputes
they are instructed to act unofficially as private advisers and not to involve the
church church courts are today only for ecclesiastical discipline general handbook ofinstructions
ofInstructions 1983 51 52
see also mosiah 26 especially verses 34
31see
35 d&c
3435
dac 4224 26 80 91 in a
disciplinary council the member is given an opportunity to admit the alleged misconduct general handbook ofinstructions
1077 voluntary confession
of instructions 1989 10
is much preferred over coerced admission but even the latter may be an important first step in repenting
see also garland hurt to governor gumming
39see
cumming in david L bigler garland
hurt the american friend of the utahs utah historical quarterly 62 spring
1994 162 n 52
estephen
4stephen
stephen L richards conference reports april 1959 47 note also the
strictness with which belated confessions of serious sins committed by missionaries are treated even with a prompt confession unless unusual extenuating circum
cumstances
stances are present the missionary will be sent home until at least a year has
passed since the last incident first presidency to general authorities regional
representatives stake mission and district presidents bishops and branch
presidents march 4 1993 reaffirmed october 14 1994
41bruce
bruce R mcconkie doctrinal new testament commentary salt lake
aiso J reuben clark
city bookcraft 1966 1857 see also
alsoj
clarkjr
ciare
clare
jr on the way to immoralsoc
tality and eternal life salt lake city deseret book 1949 170 386 the only
37 37consider
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in the apostles and in their successors and assigns that is itself effica
cacious
cious 42 in the restoration of the gospel god gave the same powers to the prophet joseph smith43
smith43 and to his successor prophets
and those to whom the prophets may delegate the power of absolution the power to forgive on behalf of the lord has not however been delegated to stake presidents or bishops they may
waive penalties that the church is entitled to exact but they are
not empowered to absolve 44 those who can forgive or remit sins
are extremely few in this world
reference in the book of mormon to power to seal or loose is in helaman 107
where god gave such power to nephi son of helaman but that appears to be
related only to power over natural forces so as to smite the earth with famine
and with pestilence and destruction third nephi does not expressly state that
jesus gave power to absolve sin to his twelve book of mormon disciples
catholicism shares that view illustrated by st thomas aquinass
Aquinass reference to absolved sins being hidden even from the sight of god J L mccarthy
confession seal of new catholic encyclopedia ed william J mcdonald
17 vols new york mcgraw hill 1967 4134 even as a metaphor that phrase
says a great deal in a theology attributing omniscience to god
one commonly held protestant interpretation of john 2023 which explicitly deals with forgiveness of sins is that christ gave the apostles not the power to
absolve sin but both the power to deliver someone over to satan and the power
of life and death exercised in peters condemnation of ananias and sapphira
acts 51 10 adam clarke Cl arkes commentary 6 vols nashville abingdon
reproduction of 1824 US printing 3658 in protestant view the passages referring to the power of binding and loosing matthew 1619 and 1818 relate to forbidding and permitting conduct that was commanded or forbidden by the law of
moses such as circumcision and eating strangled meat that is christ was delegating to his apostles the right to instruct disciples in an authoritative way
clarke Cl arkes commentary 117172
85 according to the interpreters
1171 72 184
18485
bible later christian tradition extended this principle that peter could declare
what parts of the law continued binding to include the power to forgive or
retain sins but this was not its original meaning matthew in interpreters
bible ed george arthur buttrick and others 12 vols new york and nashville
abingdon press 1951 7453 see also john in interpreters bible 8798
which states that the power to forgive is rather an insight into whether god has
already forgiven
13the
the lord said to joseph smith that by priesthood power whosesoever
sins ye remit on earth shall be remitted eternally in the heavens dac
d&c 13246
LDS bible dictionary sv confession 649 president packer notes
41lds
bishops can guide you through the steps required to obtain forgiveness insofar
as the church is concerned each one of us must work out individually forgiveness from the lord boyd K packer the brilliant morning of forgiveness
ensign 25 november 1995 19 see also bruce R mcconkie A new witness
ror
witnessfor
for
the articles of faith salt lake city deseret book 1985 236 priesthood acts
performed by mortals are conditional because mortals are fallible and god is just
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the bishop and others in comparable positions

can forgive in
the sense of waiving the church penalties in our loose connotation we sometimes call this forgiveness but it is not forgiveness in
who forthe sense of wiping out or absolution
it is the lord
gives sin
let it be said in emphasis that even the first presidency
15
and the apostles do not make a practice of absolving sins 45

what
vat confessions are confidential
it appears that confidentiality is more a matter of church policy and practice than of doctrine although a general religious obligation exists to keep all sacred things private to an appropriate
extent matt 76 A bishop is generally expected to maintain strict
secrecy 46 not voluntarily to disclose anything told to him without
the confessors consent even if the matter confessed is a crime
however the LDS bishop is expected normally to conform to the
compulsion of law if it requires divulgence of confidential matter
frequently a person confesses without stating any reservations and with no specific expectations about confidentiality simply trusting the bishop to do whatever ought be done such a
confessor may be willing in pursuit of forgiveness to do whatever
submit to excommunication make public confession
report to the police or offer restitution
but sometimes the confessor has spoken only reluctantly and
is unable at that time to accept the full consequences of confession the bishop then is free to encourage openness but not to
insist on it A common occurrence is for young people to confide
in the bishop but to balk initially at his urging that they disclose
their conduct to their parents if the confessor refuses to let the
bishop divulge the confession it cannot be used even in an inter17
nal church disciplinary council 47
in that situation it is not clear
is asked

kimball miracle of forgiveness 332
33 see also E kimball teach33233
ings of spencer W kimball 101 december 16 1964 in the school of the
prophets as one example of modem
modern apostolic ablution the ordinance of washing of feet took place and in that context sins were expressly forgiven graffam
50 51 64
school of the prophets 31 5051
4general handbook of instructions 1989 10
general
13
1022 see also proverbs 11
1113
47 47general
general handbook of instructions 1989 10
1022 specifies that a confidential confession cannot be used as evidence in a disciplinary council without
the members permission in seeking this permission bishops emphasize that
15s
S
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whether the bishop can properly divulge the information even to
his administrative superior the stake president 48 such a bishop
might well feel a need to seek advice on how to proceed but that
normally can be obtained without identifying the person involved
the difficulty is compounded when the bishop has not asked permission and thus has not been formally forbidden by the confessor
to discuss the case 49
the insistence of the confessor that the bishop tell no one or
no one outside the church disciplinary mechanism does not ordinarily create any legal problems for the bishop since the law does
not impose on citizens any general duty to report a crime to the
10
police no matter how serious 50
child abuse however is a major legal exception As of 1995
fifteen states made it a misdemeanor for any person including
clergy to fail to report information received about physical or
sexual abuse of a child 51 if for example the bishop is told by a
refusal reflects a lack of contrition that prevents justice and mercy from operating
fully if permission is not given the bishop can still impose informal discipline on
the basis of the confession of course other evidence may independently justify
disciplinary action see also general handbook of
instructions 1989 10
1077
ofinstructions
confidential information given in confessions and interviews is to be
shared only with authorized ecclesiastical leaders general handbook of in10 2 legally the bishop can divulge information the quesstructions 1989 102
tion is whether this divulgence would run counter to the reasonable expectations
of the confessor
49
49margaret
margaret battin says that in light of widespread awareness of the unconditional
ditional nature of the seal of the catholic confessional a mormon confessing to a
bishop may erroneously believe that he or she has the same unlimited promise of
confidentiality she is critical of mormon confession practice because members
are usually not told about the limits of confidentiality and bishops may push too
hard to persuade members to allow the confession to be used to confront others
involved with the confessor margaret P battin ethics in the sanctuary examining the practices of organized religion new haven yale university press
1990 48 60
crollin
5rollin
rollin M perkins criminal law 2d
ad ed mineola NY foundation
1969 51217
512 17 but see leviticus 51
51
51sexual
sexual abuse is a fairly clear category but physical abuse is much less so
the utah statute defines child abuse as damage or threatened damage to the
physical or emotional health and welfare of a child through neglect or abuse and
includes causing nonaccidental physical or mental injury
or repeated negligent treatment or maltreatment utah code annotated 62a 4 502
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confessor that he or she sexually abused a child the law in those
states requires the bishop to report that fact to public authorities
if the confessor will not in another ten states the bishop need not
report the confession itself but he must report information about
abuse if it comes to him from some other source such as the
offenders spouse or child and in the remaining half of the states
report5l52 and generally does
the bishop has no legal obligation to report52
report
not because of his ecclesiastical obligation of confidentiality 53
A few of the states that make it a crime to fail to report child
abuse also threaten civil liability for any further injury to the
child victim that would not have occurred if the required report
had been made so many uncertainties are involved in such cases
that clergy have so far generally escaped civil liability 54 but the
prospect of litigation itself creates another pressure to breach confidentiality
fidentia lity and report the abuse
51the
the obligation to report is imposed by some states only on those professio nals such as doctors nurses teachers and psychologists who are involved in
sionals

child care
53
states vary widely depending on the local law the bishop may be prohibited from reporting allowed to report or required to report however uncerties about the legal requirements are no longer so great a problem for LDS
tain
tainties
leaders since a presiding bishopric letter of may 10 1995 and a subsequently
published church brochure notified bishops and stake presidents of a tollfree
toll free
number that would give access to social services and legal specialists to guide
them see also responding to abuse helpsfor
helps yor
for ecclesiastical leaders salt lake
city the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1995 1 3
54 even
without special statute in the case of threatened serious physical
injury a lurking possibility exists that civil liability may be imposed on the bishop
andor the church if the bishop fails to prevent the harm that he knows through
confession might well occur the harm could be either the suicide of the conp2d
fessor or injury to someone else innally
kinnally
in nuiry
nally v grace community church 763 pad
948 cal 1988 a divided court held that pastoral counselors had no duty to get
help for a potential suicide on the other hand tarasoff v regents of the unipad 334 cal 1976 held that there is an affirmative
versity of california 551 p2d
duty for a psychiatrist to breach confidentiality to warn a particular person whom
it is reasonably believed is endangered by the patient
at the same time there is also threatened liability for excessive disclosure
if confession leads to public announcement of wrongdoing or announcement of
unwillingness to confess when accused then the confessor may sue for invasion
of rights of privacy see lynn buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits private affairs and
public judgments campbell law review 10 1987 1162
62
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when faced with the question of reporting crime presumably even with respect to people dangerous to themselves or
others the LDS bishop is advised to maintain silence if the law
allows 55 in order to do this if called as a witness to testify in court
he would first invoke the confessors priest penitent privilege to
confessions5656 and second the bishop
maintain the secrecy of confessions
could assert his own constitutional right to the free exercise of
religion on the grounds that he is under church obligation to

keep confidences secret
however if the legal demand to report or testify is determined to be constitutional it is then logical for the bishop to
comply with the law even though this violates the confessors expectations and runs counter to the bishops normal practice 57
if the bishop knows in advance that he will be legally obligated to
breach confidentiality he is advised to inform the member of that
Child abuse 5566 the status of this booklet is unclear it is no longer in
print but the later publication responding to abuse helps for ecclesiastical
leaders while covering much of the same ground does not repeal it obviously in case of conflict the later instruction would govern but it is uncertain
whether nonconflicting instructions have been superseded the reason for maintaining silence even in unappealing circumstances is that if a person cannot rely
on confidentiality there will be reluctance to divulge incriminating information
if the bishop knows about the threatened misconduct he may be able to persuade the confessor of right action it is believed that by maintaining trust clergy
can prevent more harm than would be prevented if all such intimations were
reported to the state authorities
511n
in every state the privilege applies at least to the kind of private admission of sin associated with the catholic confessional in most states the privilege
applies also to the kind of spiritual counseling all pastors perform if the admission is made in the context of marriage counseling that is indistinguishable from
that done by lay counselors or is made while others are present the applicability
of the privilege becomes doubtful william harold tiemann and john C bush
ad ed 1983 20732
207 32 and west
the right to silence nashville abingdon press 2d
virginia code 49 aa
6a 2
yl
Child abuse 5 legal demand is not addressed in responding to abuse
which merely refers bishops to the hot line LDS church practice is to advise
the bishop to comply with the law although conflict between the law and
church practice is no new problem as LDS resistance to laws on polygamy illustrates james B alien
ailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
allen
345 47 356 58 390 415 edwin brown firsalt lake city deseret book 1976 343
34347
34547
mage and richard collin mangrum zion in the courts urbana university of illinois press 1988 129 260
55
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duty as soon as the bishop becomes alerted to this possibility by
18
the direction of the conversation 58
the issues just discussed do not exhaust the moral or ethical
problems there may be highly unusual circumstances aside from
legal compulsion or the confessors consent in which a bishop
might feel bound to breach confidentiality sometimes the expectation of confidentiality is unreasonable for example one who
makes a statement to the bishop as a neighbor rather than as
bishop or makes a statement in defiance rather than in confession
19
or the confessor may
might be entitled to no protective secrecy 59
threaten future harm of such gravity as to tip the balance if he or
she were to confess the serious contemplation of suicide the
inability to resist hurting someone an intention to conn
commit
nit an
abortion or a plan to marry without disclosing to the marriage
partner a sexually transmissible disease the balance may favor the
bishops disclosure 60 even at the cost of decreasing some peoples
trust in the bishop as one who will maintain strict confidence 61

functions of confession sincere and insincere
confession serves several functions sincere confession
effects change as part of the repentance process reconciles and
supports relieves psychic tension and is an important factor in
determining church sanctions occasionally insincere confession
is used to deceive and manipulate
51childabuse
abild
cbild abuse 5
59 59however
however what appears to be defiance may be just an opening gambit of
a counseling session willingness to meet with the bishop suggests an openness
to discussion
goin
in some states one is legally obligated to report knowledge of HIV infection in utah which has such a statute there is no exception for clergy utah
26 23 3 26236
6 6 26233
26 23 6 the churchs
code annotated 26
2666
churche instruction to its bishops in those circumstances is to obey the law
61this
this is in contrast to the catholic seal of confession which recognizes no
exceptions the council of trent in 1551 elaborated the obligation of confidentiality canons 983 and 984 formerly canons 889 and 890 code of canon law
washington DC canon law society of america 1983 even so not all confes sions are under the seal the penitent may consent to divulgence the confession
fessions
may have been made in pursuit of counseling and not absolution or the confession may be somehow designed to harm the priest caspar E schieler theory and
practice of the confessional 2d
ad ed new york benziger bros 1905 468 70
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change62
aid to change62
the scriptures repeatedly command confession of failures to
obey gods mandates 1 I command you again to repent
and
confess your sins dac
d&c 1920 however people approach confession with a wide range of attitudes some confess out of fear of
church penalties or gods wrath others confess in mechanical
obedience to commandment or in search of help to overcome
temptation or out of a desire to please god when confession is
understood to be an element of repentance and thus a prelude to
gods forgiveness the person who can overcome fears of the possible earthly consequences will confess in order to obtain the spir13
itual benefit 63
confession to ones bishop does sometimes avoid penalties
and does please god but its greater importance may be in its capacity to aid change such confession helps bring about the humility
win with gods
and submission that is part of harmonizing human will
will 64 confession helps break down pride since one cannot easily
admit error and remain proud 65 humbling is especially likely if one
42 66
especially helpful in this area is top sins be as scarlet 4266
631n
in some other faiths confession may be conceived rather as a fruit of
repentance after one has acknowledged to god weakness and dependence on
christs grace and feels gods forgiveness there is no longer shame or embarrassment in admitting ones past gratitude for gods grace makes one unashamed
according to this view confession will often follow forgiveness but is not a prerequisite to forgiveness and while confession in a counseling relationship may be
useful to one struggling with sin and guilt no formal confession to another human
being aside from one who has been injured is necessary in obtaining forgiveness
64part
part of confession is acknowledging not only specific acts but also more
general imperfection and dependence on god A catholic without mortal sins is
encouraged to engage in the confession of devotion in which one confesses
venial sins and even sins for which one has already received absolution as a means
of perfecting oneself john J dietzen the new question box catholic life for
111.
ill
iii
lii
ili guildhall 1988 402 405 for a plea for revitalization of
the nineties peoria 111
II see
the confession of devotion which suffered steep decline after vatican 11
arthur barker chappell regular confession new york peter lang 1992
65let
sooner let him conlet not any man publish his own righteousness
fess his sins TPJS 194 president kimball said 1 I am sure you are proud and
it will take much courage to admit your errors and to accept assistance my door
spencer W kimball 95
will be open when you come E kimball teachings of ofspencer
93
confession requires humility james A cullimore confession and forsaking elements of genuine repentance ensign 1 december 1971 85 confession
q&a new era 21 october 1989 16
requires courage qua
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admits weakness to a bishop whose regard the confessor values 66
public confession would involve additional social humbling 67 confession reminds people of their own weaknesses and gods
61
strength the acknowledgment of which is itself commanded 68
articulation of fault strengthens resolve to change it gives a
name to the enemy 69 As a marker of commitment it reinforces a determination not to slip back it indicates acceptance of responsibility for ones conduct it helps to assure the contrite that they have
really repented and are ready to move on even reluctant or partial
sometimes excuse their failure to confess by expressing mistrust
of the mortal who receives confession but this rationalization indicates incomplete repentance one who is truly repentant yearns so much for the benefits that
can come through confession that pride is sacrificed embarrassment is a lesser
forgiveness 178 george Q cannon stated we
concern S kimball miracle of offorgiveness
should not be afraid to confess our sins for there is no man among us that is not
1897 69 quoted in jerreld L
a sinner cannon conference reports october 661897
newquist comp gospel truth discourses and writings ofpresident
of president george Q
cannon 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1974 1176 see also a letter to
wilford woodruff in 1857 alluding to a transgression that the writer had discussed with woodruff he wrote that he would go to his local leaders if required
but he feared they would be less understanding thomas G alexander wilford
1855 57 dialogue 25 summer
woodruff and the mormon reformation of 185557
66

1992

66people
people

33

ultimately all our sins will be known doctrine and covenants 1133 says of the
rebellious that in the last dispensation their iniquities shall be spoken upon
the housetops and their secret acts shall be revealed see also 2 nephi 3016 17
67
Wilcox relates the experience of a young man who confessed drinking
beer despite his assumption that the bishop would announce that fact in his
ward wilcox broken hearts 64
save those who confess that
68and
and in nothing doth man offend god
is acknowledge not his hand in all things and obey not his commandments

d&c 5921
dac

roman catholic theologians make a distinction between confession of sin
acknowledgment of humankinds
humankinds fallen state contingency and differences and
distance from god and confession of sins admitting ones breaches of rules set
7
the new testament ed
by god michel confess in theological
dictionary odthe
of rhe
ofthe
gerhard friedrich 10 vols grand rapids mich wm
win B eerdmans 1967 5202 5
fiirst confess in the new international dictionary of the new testadieter fuirst
ment theology ed colin brown 10 vols grand rapids mich zondervan
1975 1344 catholics confess sin in the liturgy but sins in the confessional gail
ramshaw schmidt sin one image of human limitation in collins and power
fate of confession 4
gissela
seia bok secrets on the ethics of concealment and revelation new
Sis sela
sissela
york pantheon books 1982 7677
76 77
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confession opens the door it gives the bishop an opportunity to
persuade the confessing party of the desirability of full confession
and repentance 70
though most people probably err on the side of too little self
disclosure some cannot feel satisfied and they confess repeatedly
wondering compulsively whether their confession was adequate
legalistically cataloging every failing unable to trust in the principle of forgiveness 71

reconciliation and support
ordinarily7l
person confessing offense against another will ordinarily72
ordinarily72
be instructed by the bishop to seek out the offended person
71
acknowledge fault spontaneously and ask forgiveness 73
such action opens a door to reconciliation which lies near the heart of the
christian gospel christ prayed fervently for the unity of believers
john 1720 22
A

710f
of voluntary confession

spencer W kimball says

the voluntary confession is infinitely more acceptable in the sight of
the lord than is forced admission lacking humility wrung from an
even making the
individual by questioning when guilt is evident
admission upon confrontation is better than continuing to lie and
evade the truth in fact many of those forced sooner or later to admit
fuli
fun sincere repentance S kimball miracle
their sins do come to a full
82
18182
of forgiveness 181
7brigham young said some people will come and confess to me things as
brigham
simple that is as innocent as it would be for a woman to take the last egg from

and talk about that which the lord cares nothing about
her hens nest
brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 4286 march 15 1857 hereafter cited asjd
asad
asd
catholic confession of devotion is to be distinguished from the fault of
scrupulosity in which one sees sin where there is none or wrongly exaggerates
ones fault scrupulosity is not a matter of having too tender a conscience but of
making the error of distortion
711t
it is possible if the offended person is unaware of the breach of trust that
confession might do more harm than good while the general handbook of
instructions 18 1960 97 specified that an adulterer must confess to his or her
spouse a supplement to the general handbook of instructions 21 1976 5
recognized that under special circumstances informing the spouse would be
july 1 1976 the general handunwise general handbook supplement no 1louly
ljuly
book of instructions 1989 states that confession to the spouse is generally indi10 2
cated 102
73neal
neal A maxwell insights new era 8 april 1978 4 6 if the offended
person fails to forgive the greater sin remains in him or her dac
d&c 649
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people called to teach may sometimes use their own past or
present weaknesses for illustrative purposes confession of this
sort can teach humility by example and demonstrate both that
good people are flawed and that flawed people can become good 74
such openness may lead to discussion that benefits class members
who may have been discouraged because they perceive everyone
else as perfect or who may have interpreted church members
reluctance to admit to failings as hypocrisy
confession to a receptive sympathetic individual or group
can have the effect of mobilizing support both psychic and per71 A
sonal 75
secular analog is seen in alcoholics anonymous and the
many programs patterned after AA where group help is available
to those who admit their need 76
but openness is not without risk hearing public confession
of others in church could lead to rationalizing sin no one is perfect 1I can go through a rebellious time and still turn out all right
furthermore there is tension between the idea that adopting the
appearance of good leads one to do good and the idea that appearing good when one is not constitutes hypocrisy

relief
one who seeks to abandon sin may feel a need to pay for the
wrong done and confession is one means of expiation through
suffering humiliation by the exposure of ones shame by confessing such a person may feel that he or she has personally paid off
H 128 29 alma the younger and the
for example joseph smith JS
JSH
sons of moslah
mosiah mosiah 2730 35 and paul acts 269
11 benjamin johnson
26911
7417or

recounts that once while preaching his mind went blank and he realized how
proud he had been of his eloquence he was moved to confess to the congregation that the holy ghost had left him he closed the meeting but asked the congre gation whether they would hear him on another occasion and they agreed
gregation
benjamin johnson my lifes review independence mo zions printing 1979
74 see also the fictional account in michael fillerup gifts of the spirit dial73
7374
7574
ogue 26 fall 1993 199
213
199213
75
if we confess to one or more fellow believers they can support encourage and pray for us gary R collins christian counseling waco tex word
books 1980 110
71paul
paul E johnson psychology of pastoral care new york abingdon
Cokes
bury 1953 104 6 additionally notes that confession is difficult and many
cokesbury
people will avoid it or approach it legalistically
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some cosmic debt on the other hand when one realizes that the
debt is beyond ones ability to pay mosiah 223
223
225 24 419 he or
she may experience relief through understanding that godly sorrow and confession open one up to divine forgiveness through
christs atonement 77 that forgiveness is symbolized in the ordinances of baptism and the sacrament of the lords supper
confession can bring great psychological relief just as expo71
sure of a sore to air and light generally helps in the healing 78
although excess can do harm sometimes full revelation of oneself
is not therapeutic 79 brigham young said
people who see confession rather than change and atonement as the main
ingredient in the repentance process misunderstand see S kimball miracle moffor
of foroffor
15 the atonement and the repentance process
giveness
gi veness especially chapters 10
1015
jsa
18 see also alma 4229
are efficacious to wash scarlet sins white as snow ajsa
isa 1118
tormenter confession should
if as joseph smith said a man is his own tormentor
7lf
alf
bring relief TPJS 357 many have noted the relief that comes from confession to
Vaugh
vaughnj
vaughn
ones bishop see E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 93 vaughna
nJJ
featherstone forgive them 1I pray thee in benson repentance 57 65
J R clarke confession 91 94 norman C hill the road back salt lake city
q&a new era 21
bookcraft 1989 S kimball miracle of forgiveness 187 qua
october 1989 16 17
voluntary confession of long past sins coupled with years of good living that demonstrate repentance may make the holding of a disciplinary council
unnecessary confession can thus finally dissipate the fear of consequences that
has made life miserable for so long general handbook of instructions 1989
10
10 4
10
104
1010
1041010
410
loio
lolo
sometimes relief may come for the wrong reason there is some risk of
feeling that once the fault has been articulated the process of repentance is completed that vocalization is a magic bullet to kill the evil ezra taft benson god
family country salt lake city deseret book 1974 196 after listening to a
young mans confession 1I told him that a disciplinary council would have to be
held he said in alarm you cant do that I1 confessed he thought confession
would be like pressing the delete key on a computer one can see something of
legalistic morality in those LDS youths who expect to sow their wild oats live
missionary
it up with the boys and then settle down for a short season before
service L tom perry called to serve ensign 21 may 1991 39 see also
bruce C hafen and marie K hafen repentance in me
the fight for right
strength for youth in the latter days salt lake city deseret book 1992
83 88 some would delay their repentance in order to enjoy the pleasures of sin
for a season heb 1125
791n
in bulletin 19893
1989 3 and again in bulletin 1993 2 the church warned
against involvement in questionable self awareness groups whose methodology
includes open confession or disclosure of personal information normally discussed only in confidential settings the latter notice is quoted in ensign 24
77 77people
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not on the house tops
confess your faults
if persons lose confidence in themselves it takes away the strength faith and conficall
cali
cail
dence that others have in them it leaves a space that we can
say here is your wickedweakness
would
the enemy
ness made manifest and would overcome you and destroy all the
confidence you have in yourselves and in your god 80

pursuit of human counseling may be one result of confession 81 the bishop can through pastoral counseling help a person
march 1994 80 see also ezra taft benson conference reports april 4 1969
13 14 and alvin R dyer conference reports april 4 1969 56
ayoung
oung injd
8young
aiso JD 8361 62 march
79 november 9 1856 see also
47879
albod
alsod
ined 478

101860
counseling may be sought for secular reasons to deal with character or
social problems rather than spiritual sins thus a person asking a bishop for help
in obtaining treatment may acknowledge addiction or a person seeking marital
counseling may admit adultery without seeing the addiction or adultery as anything more than a foolish mistake
secular psychotherapy associated with hobart mowrer urges that confession of sins to other persons helps overcome the burden of guilt and results in
reintegration of the personality 0 hobart mowrer the crisis in psychiatry and
religion princeton D van nostrand 1961 81 102 mowrer notes approvingly
that latter day saints have a monthly testimony meeting for open confession
he also praises the catholic confession as helpful but criticizes protestant
churches for adopting a freudian attitude that sin is to be dealt with inwardly and
therefore considered as essentially imaginary 208 9 see also erik berggren who
claims that an innate psychic need for unity can be satisfied by confession erik
berggren the psychology of confession leiden brill 1975 211
karl menninger decries the loss of a sense of sin and its concomitant
feeling of individual responsibility and capacity for change he subscribes to
mowrers
rs view that as an extension of the necessary self disclosure to a psyMowre
cho therapist confession is a valuable aspect of therapy for believers karl menchotherapist
ninger whatever became of sin new york hawthorn books 1973 182
195
rs technique as
98 some christian counselors however criticize mowrers
Mowre
19598
offering only temporary relief urging that permanent relief from sin can come
only by accepting christs forgiveness jay E adams the christian counselors
manual grand rapids mich zondervan 1973 86 89 walter J koehler
counseling and confession st louis concordia 1982 20 21
similarities and differences between psychotherapy and catholic confession are explored in robert
robertj
robertiJ lovinger working with religious issues in ther184 85
140 42 17576
apy new york jason aronson 1984 14042
175 76 18485
jung urged that secret guilt isolates us from others while confession of
carljung
cari ljung
carl
Car
our fallibility reestablishes community carl G jung modem man in search of a
gary F baynes new york harcourt brace 1933
soul trans W S dell and cary
36 see also julienne mclean the role of the confessional process in psy33
3336
cho therapy in confession and absolution ed martin dudley and geoffrey
chotherapy
168
78
16878
rowell london SPCK 1990
199016878
1990168
81
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change from sinful to righteous living although the bishop may
lack professional training he can draw on his personal and practical
experience to console and advise and he also has access to inspiration to a person who believes the bishops calling is divinely recognized
ogni zed the bishops advice carries extra authority the bishop
may also properly refer the confessor to professional counselors 82
812
112

A

consideration in church discipline

confession to the bishop has a special relationship to church
discipline since the sins one must disclose to the bishop may well
result in institutional discipline the bishop as a common judge in
israel has the responsibility to make a decision about consequences
appropriate to the sin confessed or reported to him the ordeal of
real repentance and confession may itself be enough but the bishop
may feel it appropriate for the person to also be placed on informal
probation if that is not enough the bishop may refer the matter to a
ward or stake disciplinary council formerly called a bishops court
or a high council court which has authority to impose three sanctions formal probation disfellowshipment
ment or excommunication 83
disfellowship
after formal sanction a members restoration to full status may
require substantial time and activity in the way of restitution and
proof of sincerity conditions of probation may include self reporting
confes
confession
slon 84
sion
of criminal conduct to the police but usually not public contes
sanctions imposed may depend on the degree of repentance
the bishop perceives which perception in turn might be influenced
kimball miracle of forgiveness 187 88
83
83disciplinary
disciplinary councils must be held in cases of murder incest and aposwen
weil known or comwell
tasy for serious transgressions that are predatory repetitive weli
mitted while the transgressor serves as a bishop or holds some other prominent
trans sexual surgery and for inexcusable abortion councils
church position for transsexual
are generally not necessary for old sins followed by full reformation or for inactivity in the church withdrawal from the church lawful business difficulties or
civil disputes general handbook of instructions 1989 10
1055 even
1033 to 10
when a council must be held only deliberate homicide requires excommunication the outcome of each case is otherwise individually determined
on reporting to police see general handbook of instructions 1989
10
1022 public confession is no longer mentioned in the handbook as a requirement for forgiveness by god although provision is made for announcement of
discipline to a limited circle in cases involving predatory conduct or teaching
ISS
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by the spontaneity of confession or willingness to confess when
asked spontaneous confession is a very strong indication of repentance therefore blessed are they who humble themselves without being compelled to be humble alma 3216 but confession
in a disciplinary proceeding especially if made only after extensive
questioning or confrontation with evidence may not reflect a sincere desire to repent conversely where there is abundant evidence of a members repentance before confession conduct that
might otherwise have called for a severe sanction may be treated
81
more gently 85
when the purpose of confession or discipline has been served
church sanctions end and eventually full status may be restored
the bishop may say he believes god has forgiven the transgressor
but the bishop does not himself extend absolution if he says that
he forgives he can mean only that he waives penalties that the
church is entitled to exact forgiveness belongs to god 86
of false doctrine to warn the unwary or flagrant transgressions to inform members that the conduct has not been ignored it may still be true that if the conduct has created scandal public explanation of the situation is needed and if
any one offend openly he or she shall be rebuked openly that he or she may be
Mo siahs public confession of
ashamed dac
d&c 4291 compare to the sons of mosiahs
their scandalous past mosiah 2735
fuli reformation and
fun
when years of faithfulness and service demonstrate full
repentance a disciplinary council is often not necessary general handbook of
1044 that member will probably have suffered years of disinstructions 1989 10
tress or of missed opportunities knowing that confession was called for and must
eventually be made yet being unable to take that step
warn church members of danger from teaching
unless there is a need to wam
false doctrine or predatory conduct a decision to disfellowship or excommunicate is generally disclosed only to those who need to know general handbook
1088 that means specifically the ward priesthood execuof instructions 1989 10
tive committee and in case of a woman the relief society president circumstances may dictate a larger group this policy justified by a desire to make the
return to full status as easy as possible is reinforced by the possibility of successful lawsuit by the disciplined person claiming the church violated privacy rights
through giving the conduct or discipline unnecessary publicity in guinn v
pad 766 okla 1989 a churchs
collinsville 775 p2d
churche elders
church of christ of Col
linsville
womans sexual misconduct after she had withannounced to the congregation a comans
drawn from the church the jury awarded her 390000 see buzzard scarlet
letter lawsuits 1144
86see
see note 44 above
115
815
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deception
not all confession

is sincere

for example when people have

been accused of wrongdoing they may confess in mere pretense of
repentance or they may make a partial confession to prevent revelation of the whole truth 87 their sin having been discovered they
may see confession as a device to persuade others that repentance
has taken place thus avoiding discipline or other consequences 88
817
117

118
818

confession in scriptures
we turn now to the history and practice of confession in various dispensations of the gospel of jesus christ modern latter day
saints have been reared to see the need for confession to ones
bishop as almost self evident but the scriptural and historical
records paint a more varied picture the present LDS practice of
confession to ones bishop relies primarily on the authority of tradition and modern day inspiration rather than on a specific inst
struction found in the standard works 89
of the several kinds of confession to god in prayer to a
person offended seeking reconciliation to the church congregation either confessing specific acts or making only a general
acknowledgment of wrongdoing and to the bishop seeking consolation advice andor forgiveness the first three are referred
to repeatedly in the scriptures but private confession to a bishop
or analogous church officer is not ever clearly commanded
although there are several passages describing what could be private confession the silence in the scriptures is ambiguous it can
mean that there was no regular practice of private confession that
the practice of private confession was so common as to be unre
wilcox
ilcox
alcox

65
broken hearts 64
6465
A factually false confession is possible although rare A manipulative or
disturbed person could confess in a play for sympathy or notoriety
russell M nelson standards of the lords standard bearers ensign 21
32 declare and
august 1991 11 and neal A maxwell repentance 31
3132
encourage this practice without effort to show a scriptural basis for private confession the latter says all sins are to be confessed to the lord some to a
church official some to others and some to all of these A few may require public confession their emphasis in these talks to the general church membership
was on personal change not on administrative procedure
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markable or that the practice came into use so gradually that no
one thought to comment on it

bible

the old testament

91
features various forms of confession 90
the most prominent cases involve collective acknowledgments of
sin or guilt by the assemblies of israel sometimes the priest or
prophet acted as voice for all for example once each year during
the day of atonement ceremonies the high priest was required to
lay his hands on the head of a live goat and confess over him all
the iniquities of the children of israel and all their transgressions
1621 91 in particular their premeditated
in all their sins lev l621
1192
92
intentional sins 2192
confession transformed brazen sins into anad
inad
vertancies thus making them the kind of transgression that could
be expiated by sacrifice 9391 other times the people themselves admitted their wrong
doings upon their return from babylon the
wrongdoings
jews assembled together ezra confessed weeping and casting himself down before the house of god and the people answered we
have trespassed against our god ezra 101 2 see also neh
aeh 92

2644
lev 2640

94

sec
see generally raffaele pettazzoni la Confes
peccati
sione dei peccavi
Pec cati 2 vols
confessions
confessione
bologna forni
form 1936 1I am indebted to john W welch for his help particularly
gosee

in development of the biblical material
91the
the liturgy of yom kippur day of atonement included repeated recitation by the congregation of a common confession of sin eric wemer
werner
weber the sacred

bridge liturgical parallels in synagogue and early church new york
schocken books 1970 originally published by columbia university press 1959
12
13 the outward signs of humiliation such as sackcloth and ashes aeh
1213
neh 91 3
made a public general acknowledgment of ones sinfulness encyclopaedia britannica 9th
tannica
ath ed sv confession there was also group acknowledgment of sinfulness by the whole people num 217 and by the levites 2 chr 3022
91jacob
jacob milgrom leviticus 1 16 new york doubleday 1991 25
93
93milgrom leviticus 1 161043
milgrom
16 1043 also after israel had been in captivity seventy years daniel prayed and confessed the sins of israel to god dan 93 6
some christian commentators believe public confession of individual sins
94some
was also expected michel confess in theological dictionary of the new testament ed gerhard kittel and gerhard friedrich 10 vols grand rapids mich
wm B eerdmans 1977 52027
52022
5202 204 5 cites jewish greek babylonian and egyptian practices of public confession before priest and the congregation he cites
nehemiah 93 daniel 94 20 and ezra 10
11 but more to the point is ezra 91 2
1011
loil
loli
see also ugo bianchi confession of sins in the encyclopedia of religion ed
mircea eliade 16 vols new york macmillan 1987 41 7
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there are also frequent references in the old testament to
the confession of sins in prayer in making these confessions the
penitent was encouraged to hold back nothing from the lord
1
I acknowledge my sin unto thee and mine iniquity
sings
david
have I1 not hid 1I said 1I will confess my transgressions unto the
forgavest
avest the iniquity of my sin Ps 325
lord and thou forg
in addition the old testament refers to individual confession
in connection with sacrifice leviticus says of the penitent when
he shall be guilty in one of these things that he shall confess
that he hath sinned in that thing and he shall bring his trespass
and the priest shall make an
offering unto the lord for his sin
atonement for him by sacrifice lev 55 6 see also num 57 8 95
commentaries emphasize the importance of verbalizing such confessions 96 saying A guilt offering requires the laying on of hands
by the sinner as do all private animal sacrifices
he confesses
over it the sin of which he is guilty
the guilt offering requires
a particular expressed intention that it shall atone for the sin on
1197
97
account of which it is offered 1297
an obvious connection existed between confession and sacrifice but a personal connection did not necessarily exist between
confession and the israelite priest if the confession were spoken
aloud the priest undoubtedly heard it as might others attending
the sacrifice but the old testament does not indicate that the confession was made to the priest as such or to the public since the
priest was concerned with the sacrifice and apparently had no
95the
the sacrificial cult provided for a sin offering which was brought to the
altar by the offender who made a confession of his misdeeds while laying both
hands upon the head of the sacrificial animal isaac landman confession in
universaljewish
jewish encyclopedia ed issac landman 10 vols new york unithe universal
versal jewish encyclopedia 1941 3328 see also jacob milgrom repentance
wigodner
Wigoder 17 vols
in encyclopaedia judaica ed cecil roth and geoffrey wigoder
jerusalem keter 1971 147378
1473 78
16 301
9alilgrom leviticus 1 16301
milgrom
meyer
97meyer berlin ed encyclopedia talmudical
Talmudica 3 vols jerusalem talmudic
talmudica
encyclopedia institute 1978 3133 the sin offering made atonement for the
committed
person whereas the trespass offering atoned for a specific offense comnfitted
through ignorance or where the wrongdoer voluntarily confessed the law
offered no atonement for intentional wrongs without confession alfred ederney
7 be temple its ministry and services as they
sheim the
of jesus
met were at the time ofjesus
net
10 1
loi
christ new york and chicago fleming H revell 1874 100 101
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counseling role with respect to the confessed information it
91
appears that the confession was directed solely to god 98
not only
in the form of an admission of guilt but also in praise of god the
english word confession has several meanings religious legal and
social but the hebrew word yadah has an even broader range of
meanings while it often means to confess sin its root concept is
to acknowledge such as to recognize ones human nature to confess or extol gods character to praise or to give thanks 99
the later rabbinic tradition held that public confession of
sin was frowned upon as displaying a lack of shame except when
the transgressions were committed publicly 100 in judaism generally confession whether collective or individual is always made
directly to god and never through an intermediary 101 unless a
required confession to an injured party is rejected by that person
in which case the confession may be made to a quorum of ten
and god would then forgive 102
there are also biblical incidents of involuntary confession in
response to accusation joshua singled out achan who had disobediently hidden spoils from the conquest of jericho and said
my son give 1I pray thee glory to the lord god of israel and
make confession unto him and tell me now what thou hast done
hide it not from me josh 719 thus challenged achan confessed his wrong and was consequently executed josh 716
25
71625
similarly in the face of accusation saul made confession to the
91the
c8he offerer of the sacrifice laid hands on the animal and prayed 1 I
entreat 0 jehovah 1I have sinned 1I have done perversely 1I have rebelled 1I have
committed naming the sin but I1 return in repentance and let this be for my
atonement edersheim the temple at the time ofjesus
of jesus christ 88
see G johannes botterweck and helmer ringgren
99see
Ring gren theological dictionary of the old testament grand rapids mich eerdmans 1986 542743
5427 43
R laird harris gleason L archer jr and bruce K waltke theological dictionary of the old testament 2 vols chicago moody 1980 1364
100
loo 100milgrom
encyclopaedia judaica 1475
milgrom repentance in encyclopaediajudaica
confession of sins in encyclopaedia judaica 5879 in the two thousand years since the destruction of hernds
herods temple there has been no priestly
function of sacrifice if private confession ever was used it has no place in the
ongoing judaic tradition rabbis are teachers not priests and have no responsibility to receive confessions they may of course in counseling hear admissions
of wrongdoing in the same way protestant ministers do
I imilgrom
116 303
milgrom leviticus ilg
116
cohe
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prophet samuel 1 sam 1524 and david confessed to the prophet nathan 2 sam 1213 103 in whatever manner sins must be
brought to light and purged the wisdom of proverbs admonishes
confessed
seth
coverett
cov
choso confes
ereth his sins shall not prosper but whoso
he that covereth
prov 2813
keth them shall have mercy prom
brov
and forsa
forsaketh
in the new testament the most common meanings of the
word exomologeo to confess openly are to make a solemn statement of faith to confess jesus christ phil 211 to testify to
104
13
agree to admit or to praise god rom 15713
the word also
157
means to confess sin without implying when or how james
admonished the saints confess your faults one to another
james 516 apparently calling for public confession either gen
eral105
eral01 or specific within the church setting 106 people who went
to the river to be baptized by john the baptist confessed their sins
matt 36 mark 1155 whether privately publicly or silently we are
117
elsewhere in the new testament there are indications
not told 107
of communal acknowledgment of sin individual reconciling with
the face of death yucatec indians publicly confessed their acts of
homicide theft adultery and so on confessions that posed serious problems
for them if they survived francisco guerra the pre columbian mind london
and new york seminar 1971 quoted in karl menninger whatever became of
sin new york hawthorn books 1973 182 83 see also H H cohn human
ktav publishing 1984 216 which states
jewish law new york keav
rights in jewisb
before a death sentence is executed the accused is asked to confess before god
in order that he may not lose his share in the world to come compare to the
ofsherem
public confession of
sherem jacob 719 these confessions are of somewhat different character than those induced by inner persuasion alone
104 104gerhard
gerhard kittel and gerhard friedrich theological dictionary of the
new testament 10 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 1967 5199 220
105
group liturgical confession of fault was a judaic practice that carried
105group
penitents
Colleg eville
over into christianity joseph A favazza the order of penitente
Penitents collegeville
minn liturgical 1988 120
106acts
acts 1918 19 tells that when certain ephesians believed they conshewed their deeds many of them also which used curious arts
fessed and chewed
brought their books together and burned them before all men
qumran community involved
107the
the covenant ceremony for entry into the quaran
a ritual confession of shared responsibility for the sins of the children of israel and a
quaran community cambridge cambridge
baptism michael A knibb the qumran
university press 1987 82 83 85 92 citing 1 QS 124 see also james C vanderkam implications for the history of judaism and christianity in the dead
sea scrolls after forty years ed hershel shanks and others washington DC
Arche
archeology
ology society 1991 34
biblical archaeology
1031n
in
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a brother whom one has offended and also public confession but
there is no commandment to make private confession to a priestly
officer however the lack of a commandment in the new testa-

ment does not mean private confession did not occur considering
that today private confession is the norm without any direct com118
ios
los
mand from the scriptures 108

book of mormon

the book of mormon

teaches general confession acknowledging wrongdoing without necessarily giving specifics for
example when the multitude to whom king benjamin preached
comprehended their nothingness they made general confession
0 have mercy and apply the atoning blood of christ that we may
receive forgiveness of our sins mosiah 42 christ commanded
reconciliation which may involve the sinner confessing to those
offended
est that thy brother hath aught
if thou rememberest
remember
against thee go thy way unto thy brother and first be reconciled
to thy brother and then come unto me with full purpose of heart
and 1I will receive you 3 ne 122324
1223 24 see also matt 523 24
moroni described general confession to the church neither did
they receive any unto baptism save they came forth with a broken
heart and a contrite spirit and witnessed unto the church that
they truly repented of all their sins moro 62 109
A passage strongly suggesting private confession to a church
leader tells that when the preaching of samuel the lamanite
brought people to repentance they confessed unto nephi their
118

christs giving his apostles power to forgive sins sets the scene for pri-

vate confession but does not in itself require it christian historians find no direct
penitents
evidence of auricular private confession favazza order of penitente
Penitents 77 81
but some from the catholic tradition infer its existence jeffrey john authority
given to men the doctrinal basis of ministerial absolution in the new testaandabsolution 35
36
33
5356
5556
ment in dudley and rowell confession and absolution
3336
3536
these passages appear to involve general liturgical confessions rather
than detailed descriptions of specific sins other book of mormon scriptures
involving confession of wrong are alma 1115
15 involuntary confession prior to execution alma 174 confess sins before god alma 3913 confess to people
offended helaman 917 35 37 confession of crime to the judges 3 nephi 125
believers confessed faults
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llo0 while the
ilo
sins as a prelude to receiving baptism hel 161 5 110
passage does not specify that the confession was private and particular
ti
it could well have been
confessions were also to be made to alma in order to avoid
excommunication mosiah 2629 35 bruce R mcconkie generalili
iii but the specific
izes from this text a duty of private confession 111
context is a case involving only people who had been taken in iniquity and stood publicly accused their confession before alma may
well have been made in public see moro 67 inasmuch as the
public confessions of the sons of mosiah were part of their effort
to repair the injuries to the church caused by their earlier public
conduct mosiah 2735 in any event none of the relevant passages undertake to define what should be the practice universally
they primarily describe what did happen on those occasions 112
that which has been approved on one occasion is generally permissible on another but not necessarily required

doctrine and covenants
in the doctrine and covenants most passages are general statements of the importance of confession 113 but some relate specifically to confession to god 114 to persons offended dac
d&c 4288 92
111
and 6412 115
and to thy brethren dac
d&c 5912 none appear to
call for confession to a church officer in so many words although
ilg
again that may be implied 116
see also helaman 517 where confession was followed by baptism but
nothing indicates to whom confession was made
I
imcconkie
mcconkie A new witness 236 37
mcconkle
112
the ancient scriptures are heavy on exhortation and doctrine light on
procedure with some exceptions such as the pentateuch and moroni 2266 consequently one must be cautious about inferences from silence
113
113doctrine
doctrine and covenants 1920 martin harris must repent and confess
his sins and 5843 a sign of repentance is confession and forsaking sins similar
statements are found in 5860 and 612
114
lif
114j the lord forgive sins unto those who confess their sins before me

d&c 647
dac

the offender confesses to wrongdoing the injured person is expected
to be reconciled but if the offender does not admit the wrong he or she should
be brought before the church for censure
ilg
116
hoyt brewster cites passages in the doctrine and covenants 1920 4288
5842 43 647 supporting the making of confession to god and to the person
584243
offended but for confession to a priesthood leader he cites marion G romney
11

51f
if
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the phrase

confessing thy sins unto thy brethren in section
59 has been interpreted doctrinally as referring to confession to a
bishop 117 but historically it appears to be speaking of public confes sion that is confession to other church members such as evifession
dently occurred in early testimony meetings 118 confession was
listed as a sabbath activity vor
for
when the saints met together 119
forwhen
forshen
mazion G romney salt lake city deseret
look to god and live discourses ormarion
marion
of marron
ofmarion
book 1971 106
brewsterjr
10677 hoyt W brewster
jr in doctrine and covenants encyclo-

pedia salt lake city bookcraft 1988 sv confess 96
117
117from
From the lords word to modem israel confessing thy sins unto thy
ii7from
brethren and before the lord dac
d&c 5912 it is plain that there are two confes sions to make one to the lord and the other to the brethren meaning the
fessions
proper ecclesiastical officers spencer W kimball miracle of forgiveness
80 president kimball also points out that the commandment to confess to
179
17980
the lord is not inconsistent with an expectation that confession also be made
to the bishop but see the following note
concerning testimony meeting spencer W kimball said in 1948 the
privilege is here granted for the members to bear testimony with a broken heart
and a contrite spirit with thanksgiving and a cheerful heart confessing to the
wor shipping with the brethren
lord and the brethren their imperfections and worshipping
and sisters the meeting belongs to the people E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 138 and also see pages 96
97
9697
of doctrine and covenants 5912 president kimball said this of course
does not mean that the people must detail their major sins and crimes but as has
often been heard in testimonies on fast day and otherwise they acknowledge
weakness E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 516 specific confession is not necessarily inappropriate heber
heberj
heberdJ grant recounts approvingly a testimony meeting in which the widow of one of the apostles confessed at age 83
that she had recently overcome a coffee habit heberj
heber
heberdJ grant gospel standards
selections from the sermons and writings of hebert grant comp G homer
selectionsfrom
284 85 heber
durham salt lake city improvement era 1941 28485
heberj
heberdJ grant conference reports october 4 1907 22
119
119hyrum
Hyrum smith interpreted the phrase as referring to confession of faults to
7 be church ofjesus
one another joseph smith jr history of the
of jesus christ of latter
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
day saints ed B H roberts 2d
1971 6299 hereafter cited as HC and brigham young repeatedly and consistently alluded to this commandment when he spoke of the sabbath as a day on
which the saints were to meet and confess to one another young injd
ined 6278
august 29 1852 9369 august 31 1862 10187 may 31 1863 1582 june 2
1872 16168 august 31 1873 compare to his expressed concern that public
confession in excess can also be unwise young ined
injd
mjd 478 79 november 9
1856 8362 march 10 1860
other recognitions that the saints are to confess to one another are found
in joseph F smith gospel doctrine selections from the sermons and writings
joseph F smith salt lake city deseret news 1919 245 bruce R mcconkie
of ofjoseph
mormon doctrine 2d
ad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 sv fast meetings
277 newquist gospel truth 176
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furthermore in 1831 when the revelation in section 59 was
received edward partridge was the only bishop in the church
having been called a few months earlier with responsibility to be
concerned about the temporal affairs of the whole church not to
minister to the spiritual needs of individuals dac
d&c 419 the various organized branches of the church were under the direction of
a presiding elder analogous in function to the modern
modem bishop 120
but nowhere is the responsibility of receiving private confession
formally given to the presiding elder either if private confession occurred it was a matter of unrecorded practice
there is no mention of confession in the pearl of great price

confession in LDS church history
foundation years

the precise

understanding and practice of confession
in the early years of the church are not easily established 121 nor
were they necessarily uniform understanding of doctrine organizational structure and practice changed over time as experience
peri ence new revelations and growth necessitated adapting
previous perceptions
early mormon journals refer to confession at baptism sometimes apparently what was meant is simply being repentant or perhaps it is acknowledging in a general open way ones sinfulness
and expressing a desire to live righteously and make a commitment to god in baptism the descriptions of early missionary activity seem to indicate that baptism followed belief and desire but not
LDS

ailen ronald K esplin and david J whittaker men with a
alien
allen
mission 18371841
1837 1841 salt lake city deseret book 1992 102 see also
cormons
Mor mons the
james B allen
alien
ailen and thomas G alexander eds manchester mormons
journal of william clayton 1840 to 1842 santa barbara and salt lake city
Clay
claytons
peregrine smith 1974 relating claytona
tons activities as presiding elder in manchester england
12teacbings
teachings of the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smith contains no entry that relates
specifically to private confession although joseph smith taught that a person
should confess to another he had injured and he also spoke of the obligation of
the twelve and all saints to be willing to confess all their sins and not keep back
james

121121james

a apart
part

B

TPJS 155
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private confession 122 there is a sense of drawing in believers not
of screening out the unworthy if people however sinful in the
past heard and accepted the gospel and wished to undertake the
covenant of baptism in this small unpopular even persecuted
sect that was evidence enough of repentance without detailing
their preconversion sins to anyone but god 123 As with current
instructions which only a few kinds of previous misconduct need
be disclosed by the person applying for baptism early church
practice apparently did not involve rehearsing to one person prior
121
fist of sinful acts 124
list
to ones baptism a hist
wards were first designated in nauvoo in 1839 the bishops
of those wards were to look out for the physical welfare of people
122

lites received members on
campbellites
for purposes of comparison the Campbel

confession of faith and baptism without further examination whereas baptists
required the telling of an experience and a vote by the church winfred E garrison and alfred T degroot the disciples of christ A history rev ed st louis
bethany 1958 204 the methodists required prospective members to pass
through a probationary period and to participate in class meetings which were
weekly gatherings of a group of about a dozen under direction of a leader who
would ask members individually about their lives and temptations expecting voluntary confession in this small group halford E luccock and paul hutchinson
7 be story of
16873
73
methodism new york methodist book concern 1926 168
the
ofmethodism
123 123george
george morris details the confession he made to god before his baptism
I1 prayed to my heavabout a week before 1I was baptized on june 28 1841
as 1I lay prostrate on the ground
enly father in secret and confessed my sins
george morris autobiography typescript special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah 15 hereafter
cited as BYU archives the emphasis seems to be on commitment and change
silence about the necessity for either private or public confession of specific sins
leaves open both possibilities that it was required and that it was not
although the more likely explanation for silence is that no such particularized
confession was expected
124a
A man seeking a sign was accused by joseph smith of adultery to which
the man confessed when he was later baptized the way this unusual event is
reported suggests it was a public confession the man who had been publicly
accused might have wanted now as a believer to vindicate the prophet by making public confession TPJS 278
at an 1839 conference john gaylord was admitted into the church upon
his confession this suggests public confession as a requirement for baptism but
it is not clear whether that was a confession of sins or a confession of faith HC
413 orson pratt however more specifically reported there were two who
came forward repenting and confessing their sins and were baptized orson
pratt orson prattjournals
pratt journals comp elden
aldenjJ wateiden
eiden
elden
eldenj
aldenjJ watson salt lake city eldenj
son 1975 37
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in their area particularly the poor they did not conduct worship
services or have primary responsibility for spiritual matters they
115
bishops left spiritual
were almost exclusively temporal officers 125
matters to the high priests worship services were held not by
wards but by groups meeting in private homes by priesthood
quorums
qu orums or by the whole community 126
while there is no clear documentary indication in early
practice that confessing sin privately to the presiding elder of
a branch was expected 127 numerous indications exist of public confession either of individuals before the congregation or
of small groups in mutual confessions as an exercise in piety
or reconciliation the doctrine and covenants reference to the
sabbath day as a time for confessing thy sins before thy
brethren could apply to either or both various occasions for
confession can be documented apologizing to persons of1211
working out of interpersonal relations 129 responding
fended 128
115the
the

ailen and
allen
three wards and bishops in 1839 increased to ten in 1845 alien
63 william clayton records the
leonard story of the latter day saints 161
16163
ailen and alexander manchesallen
appointment of four bishops for nauvoo in 1841 alien
mormons
206 7 see also william G hartley nauvoo stake priesthood
Mor
mons 2067
ter cormons
quorums
Qu orums and the churchs
winter spring 1992
churche first wards BYU studies 32 winterspring
63 william G hartley mormon sundays ensign 18 january 1978 211
60
6063
12
12allen
allen and leonard story of the lanner
lanter day saints 78 see also david C
latter
lauer
laner
ailen
alien
bradford bishop history of the office mem
119
ilg
in EM 11119
117117william
127
william clayton was presiding elder in manchester england and much
fives
involved in the personal hives
lives of church members conferring about their doubts
ilves
struggles and sins he describes public admission of wrongdoing particularly
after accusation or excommunication public reconciliation by confession with
persons offended and admissions of guilt to him as presiding elder when he
inquired about allegations of wrongdoing he does not mention private confessions made to him spontaneously as a prerequisite to receiving gods forgiveness
although his account also does not rule that out see alien
ailen and alexander manallen
mormons
Mor mons 65
71 73 92 130 199 205
chester cormons
65717392130199
gregory R knight journal of thomas bullock BYU studies 31
winter 1991 75 bullock and his wife lucy mutually asked forgiveness for
all past offenses
129when
when hyrum smith pointed out that carping among a group of saints
traveling together created bad feelings we saw the evil felt humble and readily
confessed to each other and to god and with uplifted hands covenanted to forget
and forgive journey of the church of pontiac on its journey to zion 1834
typescript archives division historical department the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city 3 hereafter cited as LDS church archives
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to demands of church discipline 130 and preparing to partake of
the sacrament 131
people who had been found guilty by a church court were
often asked to make public confession for example in 1840 the
on another occasion warren foote reported
after meeting

they thought it best to have a general settling up
and confessions there were considerable wrangling but they succeeded in getting things fixed up by twelve oclock at night not
being a member of the church of course I1 had nothing to say
we
had trouble in the camp again after considerable talking in tongues
and confessions it was again settled warren foote warren foote
autobiography comp garth homer killpack typescript 3 vols
BYU archives 1117
17 18
the late 1830s in england transgressors were asked to confess their
transgressions in open meeting although perhaps not in explicit detail and
thereby help from the saints was mobilized alien
ailen and others men with a misallen
sion 103 james B alien
ailen trials of discipleship the story of william clayton a
allen
mormon urbana university of illinois press 1987 26 31
32 see also doctrine
3132
and covenants 2069 1830 and 464 1831
in the congregation at ramus illinois several men who had disrupted the
meeting concluded to make a partial confession which they did to keep themselves from being disfellowship
disfellowshipped
ped by the church joel
joei
johnson excerpts from
joeljohnson
autobiography 1802 1868 typescript BYU archives 9
131w
W W phelps to sally phelps october 27 1835 demonstrates that the
saints met to partake of the sacrament of the lord jesus confessing their sins
according to the commandments bruce A van orden ed writing to zion
BYU studies 33 no 3
1835 1836
the william W phelps kirtland letters 18351836
1311n
in

567
at a sunday meeting in montrose uncle john smith
called upon all
who had hardness and who had transgressed to confess and repent
after
many had confessed he called upon myself and brother nickerson to break bread
and administer which was done william clayton diary march 28 1841 typescript BYU archives 99100
99- 100
john R winder said that when he first attended church as a new member
time was given by the presiding officer for any who had been overtaken in a
fault to make confession before partaking of the sacrament of the lords supper
winder conference reports october 6 1902 82
during a shipboard meeting march 7 1841 the presiding elder admonished none to take the sacrament unless they were reconciled hyram hyrum
clark
oark
dark who had been accused of acting unseemingly toward some of the
women begged their forgiveness many shed tears at his humility his case was
not put to a vote alexander neibaur diary 1841 62 typescript BYU archives 4
at a meeting of the massachusetts conference 1835 elder chase was
deprived of his membership because of gambling for money and then breaking
bread to the saints before he confessed his sins HC 2241
1993
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kirtland elders quorum voted charles woods licence be taken
from him and withheld untill he make satisfaction by confession to
132
152
similarly in 1841 hyland davis come before the
the church 11131
muetting
etting and made confession and on the sabbath following went
meetting
me
before the congregation and made his acknowledgment and was
11131
133
153
forgiven and the hand of fellowship was restored 135
and the same
year it was voted that brother kerr was out of order on the last
11134
134
concesion of the same 31134
sabaoth
sabauth and that he make a publick confesion
the
same practice is reflected in the far west record 135 in each case
the confession responded to an accusation and sometimes at
least the council voted on whether the acknowledgment was satis131
156
factory on occasion the confession was found to be inadequate 136
voluntary mutual confession not required or in response to
accusation also occurred in the kirtland elders quorum joseph
smith on january 23 1836 recorded elder alma beaman had
been tempted to doubt the things spiritual experiences which we
received the evenings before and he made an humble confession
and asked forgiveness of the school which was joyfully accorded
71137
137
157
him and he said he would try to resist satan in the future 11137
and
the next day the prophet recorded that he called upon the high
council of kirtland to proceed and confess their sins as they might
in a sunday meeting a number of the church then expressed their feelwe broke bread and then closed
ings by way of confessions
in a friday
meetinggj a number of confessions were made of coldness and a want of attenmeetin
ac jan shipps and john W welch eds the
prayrs &c
tion to prayers
yhejournals
journals of william
Mc
E mcclellin
Lellin 1831
mclellin
1836 BYU studies and university of illinois press provo
18311836
utah and urbana 1994 144 146
132 132lyndon
lyndon W cook and milton V backman jr eds kirtland elders quorum record 18361841
1836 1841 provo utah grandin book 1985 50 march 13
1840 in another case dr P hurlburt was restored june 21
1833
1835 to good stand211833
ing in the church upon his confession to the church court that was considering
his case on appeal george A smith WJD 118 november 15 1864 HC 1354
133cook
eiders quorum record march 1 1841 5 3
elders
cook and backman kirtland eldersquorum
134cook
cook and backman kirtland eldersquorum
eiders quorum record july 11 1841
elders
18417 60
135 135whatever
whatever the charge a humble confession was almost without exception rewarded with forgiveness donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds
far west record minutes of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1830 1844 salt lake city deseret book 1983 xiv
18301844
136for
see HC 2346 510
for example seehc
137hc
HC 238485
2384 85 see also cook and backman kirtland elders quorum
record 2 n 1
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be directed by the spirit and they occupied the first part of the day
138
158
and confessed and exhorted as the spirit led 1113
we do not know how explicit these confessions were responses to accusations are in their nature specific but spontaneous confessions may be more general the only wholly
voluntary confession whose content was reported in the far west
balTs
wim
Kim
bairs
kimballs
bails statement that wherein he had been
baits
himballs
record is heber C kimbalts
out of the way in any manner he ment to mend in that thing 139
however on one occasion william smith and several others made
public confession that they had wrongly believed joseph was in
transgression 140 and when called to be in the high council across
the river from nauvoo ephraim owens apparently declined
the personal writings of
2385 dean C jessee ed and comp yne
Cow derys diary
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1985 149 oliver cowderys
for january 17 1836 says the quorums of the church were organized in the
presence of the church and commenced confessing their faults and asking forgiveness the holy spirit rested upon us leonard J arrington ed oliver cow
giveness
byustudies
studies 12 summer 1972 416 in a
derys kirtland ohio sketch book BYU
letter william phelps describes the january 16 meeting of the presidency the
kirtland and zion high councils the twelve the seven presidents of the seventy
13111c
HC

and the two bishops and their counselors the presidents commenced the meetthe
ing by confessing their sins and forgiving their brethren and the world
when 1I
lord poured out his spirit in such a manner as you never witnessed
was speaking which was but few words the spirit of the lord came upon me so
that I1 could not speak and 1I cried as little children cry in earnest van orden
writing to zion 576
the kirtland elders quorum record refers to mutual confessions but
only in the first few weeks of meetings suggesting that the practice continued only
qu orums organizational phase less than voluntary confessions also ocin the quorums
curred when one was found guilty of improper behavior and acknowledged that
wrong as a condition of continued fellowship in the quorum cook and backman
eiders quorum record 2 6 8 10 and 43 52 56
elders
kirtland eldersquorum
131
gannon
cannon and cook far west record 221 jared carter confessed pub131cannon
licly he did not however state what he had done that was wrong nevertheless
ajoseph
his confession was received lucy mack smith biographical sketches joseoh
joseph
of

smith the prophet and his progenitors for many generations orem utah
grandin book 1995 212 reprint of 1853 publication it was public knowledge
that carter had opposed joseph smith in kirtland
daniel tyler recollections of the prophet joseph smith juvenile
instructor 27 february 15 1892 128 joseph had prophesied that those who
believed him to be in transgression would receive a testimony to the contrary
the next week his brother william and others confessed they had done so
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confessing publicly that he had disobeyed the word of wisdom 141
similarly Luk
johnson asked to be excused from sitting on a counlukejohnson
luke
ejohnson
cil because he had been previously tempted on some matters and
that he had sinned and wished to make a more public confession
141
than he could make here 142142
at a meeting on the plains orson
an boali
ail
hyde preached his celebrated bogus sermon denouncing all
ac & commanding all such & all
gus makers counterfeiters
ers thieves &c
counterfeit
who knew of any such to come forth with and tell him & also
absolved them from all former acts and covenants to keep secrets
113
this made quite a stir & caused some to confess their sins 145143

early pioneer period
although before and during the nauvoo period bishops were
mainly temporal officers concerned with church properties and
caring for the poor in winter quarters during the move westward
the bishops role began to change five hundred men had left to
serve in the mormon battalion leaving many families behind who
needed attention in establishing winter quarters the city council
ofbrigham
under direction of
brigham young organized the city first into thir141
wards 144 and then into twenty two 145
each with a bishop to
teen wards144
see that none suffer and to have meetings in their several wards
for the men women & children once a week also to
have
schools in their wards146
wards 146
in utah the spiritual responsibility of bishops continued
141
to increase 147 salt lake city had five wards in 1847 148
which
G stevenson ed the life and history elder edward stevenson
1839 holograph LDS church archives 178 page 74 of typescript
october 5 1859
142hc
HC 2151
143
143juanita
juanita brooks ed on the mormon Fron
rien
tien the diary ofhosea stout
frontier
141joseph
joseph

141

1861 2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964
1844
18441861
june 20 1847
144 144brooks
brooks hosea stout 1203 205 october 2 and 18 1846
145brooks
brooks
145

1261

hosea stout 1213 14 222 november 25 26 1846 and janu-

ary 2 1847
brooks hosea stout 121718
1217 18 december 13 1846 see also bradford
bishop history of the office in EM 1ilig
119
ilg
1119
147when
hirn the friend
when albert thurber in 1849 asked a friend to baptize him
had to get permission from his bishop helen thurber dalton journal and
diary of albert king thurber treasures of pioneer history salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1954 3272 see also hartley mormon sundays
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increased to nineteen in 1849 149 and the bishops began to assume
religious leadership in the community holding weekly meetings
110
and a monthly testimony meeting 150
in that context there came to
be a mix of public and private confession 151

the mormon reformation
during the powerful revival of 1856 57 commonly called by
historians the mormon reformation 152 great emphasis was placed
Meeting houses for each ward made ward sacrament meetings and sunmeetinghouses
day schools possible for the first time
gradually community or stake sacrament meetings were replaced by ward meetings
eugene E campbell establishing zion the mormon church in the
american west 1847 1869 salt lake city signature books 1988 18 19
119
149
119campbell
Camp beU establishing zion 159
Campbell
campbeli
151
151ailen
ailen
allen
AIlen
allen and leonard story of the latter day saints 276 77 the nineteen
alien
city wards and six rural wards of the salt lake stake remained static until 1877
when ten new wards were organized to help serve the greatly increased population of 20000 howard stansbury exploration of the valley of the great salt
131
1511 says that bishlake washington DC smithsonian institution press 1988 13
ops exercised not only a spiritual but temporal authority B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints century
one 6 vols provo utah corporation of the president the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1965 3452 n 10 hereafter cited as CHC
A statement by orson hyde in 1855 suggests that private confession may
have been more prevalent than revealed by the record in speaking of heber kimball
jedediah grants criticism of some people he said 1 I will not say by what means
andjedediah
and
they were posted became informed whether by private confession of some con
science smitten guilty participant in things not right or by the common and ordinary
means of knowledge orson hyde mjd
injd
ined 2207 march 18 1855 see also the letter
to wilford woodruff cited in note 66 and brigham youngs statement 1 I moum
mourn and
lament when any of my brethren come to me and confess that they have been guilty
of this or that crime young injd
ined 102 september 28 1862
15paul
paul H peterson the mormon reformation of 185657
1856 57 the rhetoric
and the reality journal ofmormon
87 this reformation
of mormon history 15 1989 59
5987
period is strongly reminiscent of alma 5 6 and alma 4522 after burning feverishly through the latter part of 1856 the height of the revival was over by spring
particularly with the approach of johnstons army however thousands of
saints had submitted to the catechism had openly confessed their sins of commission and omission and had gone again into the waters of baptism for a
renewal of their covenants gene A sessions mormon thunder A documentary history of jedediah morgan grant urbana university of illinois press
1982 259 wilford woodruff wrote that some of the fruits are all have confessed their sins either great or small restored their stolen property all have been
baptized from the presidency down all are trying to pay their tithing wilford
woodruff to george A smith april 1 1857 in sessions mormon thunder 259
22
23
2223
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cleaning early in that revivalist movement
housecleaning
on a spiritual house
spear headed by president jedediah A grant 153 there were some
spearheaded
114
overzealous expectations of public confession 154
but public con151
155
fession was soon replaced with private confession155
to a bishop or
confession
151
block teacher 156
richard ballantine reported during early december of 1856
during the week we met the people of each block in private houses
each day at ten oclock we had power given us to melt the hearts of
113sessions mormon thunder
sessions
nunder 270 272 wilford woodruff was also much
involved alexander wilford woodruff and the mormon reformation of 185557
1855 57
39 according to woodruft
dialogue 32 summer 1992 25
woodruff s journal he confessed
2539
his faults to his families and told my families theirs wilford woodruff wilford
NEd
midvale
vaie
vale
1833 1898 typescript ed scott G kenney 9 vols ded
journal 18331898
woodruffsjournal
woodruffe
woodruffs
utah signature books 1983 84 4474 hereafter cited as WWJ
154
daniel wood indicated that thirty seven people confessed to having
wronged him by stealing telling lies etc davis bitton guide to mormon
andautobiographies
diaries and
autobiographies provo utah brigham young university press
1977 388
588
1977388
1977588
jedediah grant stated in some of the wards men will rise up and confess
their sins and after a weeks reflection they will go to meeting and commence
parrying sic and make themselves as good as an angel jedediah M grant in
JD 474 november 2 1856 during the reformation people were sometimes
called on to speak in meetings and were expected to confess their sins rachel
lee notes confession of sloth april 27 1856 opposition to leaders february 5
1857 and faults june 27 1958 journal of rachel andora woolsey lee
1856 1860 BYU archives an incident of public confession of adultery is
eda
ed mormonism unveiled life and confesedj
reported in william W bishop edd
280 83
sions ofjohn
of john
tohn D lee st louis james H mason 1891 28083
155 155heber
heber C kimball january 11 1857 gave the following instructions
call upon the high priests the seventies elders priests teachers and
deacons and first cleanse those ruling members those that hold the
priesthood and if you find those that deserve to be severed from
the church sever them do not call in the females when catechi
catechizing
zing the
males but when you have done with them then call the females
together and talk to them and show them their duty
do not make
which should be kept private lest you do more harm
that public
than good heber C kimball injd
ined 4172 january 11 1857
113
153

151and
and all the bishops or teachers they assigned had to get the people
one by one by themselves and ask them these questions that were on the code of
laws and if the people had broken any of these laws they were told to do so no
more and they were all forgiven for what they had done john lowe butler
yor
autobiography quoted in william G hartley my westfor
best por
bestfor
for the kingdom history
ofjohn
john lowe butler a mormon frontiersman salt lake city aspen books
of
dyals
1993 299 see also alien
ailen nyals
allen
trials
dials of discipleship 270
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many confessed their sins in part and resolved to
the people
work righteousness we had power in some meetings to tell each
one by name of their condition and of their besetting sins afterward
we blessed them 157

although bishops were sometimes involved the person normally assigned in the reformation to question ward members and
158
to receive such confession was the teacher158
teacher who went from house
1581
1511

journal of richard ballantine quoted in biography of richard ballantine
typescript LDS church archives 105 although this sounds like public confession he also wrote a week earlier on november 28 about catechizing
catechizing sixteen
teachers of the first ward there was no lack of confidence in revealing their
feelings though they were not called upon nor allowed to reveal individual acts
except in so far as they were public biography of richard ballantine 104
were told to get
hannah king a critical observer wrote the people
up in meeting and confess their sins they did so till it was sickening and
brought disease king expressed relief when what she perceived to be bullying
of the people was over hannah king journals october 8 1856 quoted in sesYb under 221 259 A discussion of kings reaction appears also
sions mormon thunder
in rebecca bartholomew audacious women early british mormon immigrants salt lake city signature books 1995 207
157157journal

that the pressure to confess might have been distressing

is suggested by a

letter from an anti mormon indian agent named garland hurt to non mormon
governor cumming
gumming hurt states that in october 1856
a proclamation issued from the lords anointed announcing the
solemn fact that the people had violated their covenants with god and

commanding them indiscriminately to bow at the confessional
and repair to the streams of the mountains and be baptized forth
I1 have seen men and women weeping in the utterest agowith
nies of soul and when 1I attempted to console them would say they
abhorred the idea of being forced into a confessional but dare not
refuse bigler garland hurt 162 n 52

the strictness of these expectations led some members to apostatize anna
jean backus mountain meadows witness the life and times of bishop philip
klingensmith spokane arthur H clark
oark 1995 94 opponents of the church
dark
made much of the rhetoric about the sinfulness of the saints without taking into
account the high standards aspired to and the zeal to motivate the saints that may
have led leaders to exaggeration CHC 4124
158While this
interrogation by the teachers was more formal and more
extensive than ever before the responsibility of teachers from the beginning was
to be overseers of conduct among other things the teachers duty is to watch
over the church always
and
and see that there is no iniquity in the church
55 see also mosiah 267
also see that all the members do their duty dac
d&c 2053
205355
wrong doers among church members were delivered up unto the priests
where wrongdoers
by the teachers
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119
to house with a printed list asking twenty seven questions 159
thirteen questions dealt with various forms of dishonesty not paying
others swater
debts using otherswater
water oppressing employees branding strays
other
and the like the remainder asked about murder betrayal adultery swearing coveting intoxication 160 tithing teaching ones
family the gospel disloyalty to the church and its teachings praying sabbath observance attendance at meetings being a good
parent and bathing
i860 brigham young reflected concern for the possible
in 1860
negative effects of detailed public confession

were

to relate here to you my private faults from day to day it
not strengthen either the speaker or the hearer and would
would
give the enemy more power thus far 1I would say we are justified
many of the brethren chew toin what some call dissembling
bacco
if you must use tobacco put a small portion in your mouth
when no person sees you
1I

but if you have stolen your neighbours cattle own it and
I1 believe in
restore the property with fourfold if it is requested
callin the nineteenth century the teacher was an adult with the specific caning to visit the homes of the members this function has been known by various
names block teacher ward teacher and home teacher on the shift from adult
teachers to youthful teachers see william G hartley the priesthood reorganiYU studies 20 fall 1979
zation of 1877 brigham youngs last achievement B YU
23 and hartley ordained and acting teachers 375
98
37598
159 159peterson
peterson the mormon reformation 70 another version of the catechism covering nearly the same ground in eighteen questions was used in may
1857 in fort supply see brooks mountain meadows massacre 12 n 2 see
also ailen
discipleship 270 and sessions mormon thunder 220 2 11
allen
alien trials of ofdiscipleship
which states the checklist was administered to general authorities bishops
and teachers
me
the concern only with intoxication reflects the fact that the word of
wisdom was not yet as important a symbol as it was to become but see notes 12
and 192 leonard J arrington have the saints always given as much emphasis
to the word of wisdom as they do today ensign 7 april 1977 32 paul H
peterson an historical analysis of the word of wisdom masters thesis
brigham young university 1972 robert J mccue did the word of wisdom
66 77 thomas G
become a commandment in 1851 dialogue 14 fall 1981 6677
alexander the word of wisdom from principle to requirement dialogue 14
fall 1981 78 88 members were always admonished to observe this wise counsel strict adherence became an explicit temple recommend requirement in 1921
alexander word of wisdom 82 see also graffam school of the prophets 33
apostles negligent as to word of wisdom 42 and 48 need to set example and
53 considered commandment
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coming out and being plain and honest with that which should be
made public and in keeping to yourselves that which should be kept
if you have your weaknesses keep them hid from your brethren as much
as you can
confess your secret sins to your god and forsake them
and he will forgive them confess to your brethren your sins against
them and make all right and they will forgive and all will be right

keep your follies that do not concern others to yourselves

he thought it better for people to try to

161

live up to their public

image than to admit their faults in public and thus confirm their
161
still some degree of public confession persecret weaknesses 162
sisted for instance in 1883 small group confession was practiced
among the twelve and in the school of the prophets 163 the same
year john taylor referred to an expectation of public confession of
114
adultery or fornication 164
in connection with the dedication of the
salt lake temple in april 1893 the first presidency called for

young ined
16young
injd
mjd 8361 62 march 10 1860 see also young injd
ined 478 79
november 9 1856 and 4286 march 15 1857
162
in dealing with members shortcomings do not make that public
which should be kept private lest you do more harm than good H kimball in
JD 4172 january 11 1857 see full quote in note 155 above spencer W kimball told a group of missionaries that people should not talk about their old sins
that were previously confessed remaining silent about ones past weakness is not
ofspencer W kimball 96
hypocrisy but proper reticence E kimball teachings of spencer
113
33 36 48 59 63
Graffam school of the prophets 53
16
16graffam
graffam school of the prophets 29 on september 5 1886 stake president angus M cannon having learned of the adultery of his nephew john Q cannon who was age twenty nine and second counselor in the presiding bishopric
obtained an admission and immediately took john to the front during a meeting in
the tabernacle there john made a public confession laid down his priesthood
and was excommunicated on vote of the congregation deseret news september 6 1886 his leadership position may have dictated so dramatic and public a
jeeped john was re baptized two years later
confession A salt lake editorial jeered
deseret news 1987 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1986 64
in his diary entry for november 13 1898 charles card reported that in
canada a woman asked forgiveness for adultery and fornication she had committed two years before and for which she had been excommunicated the congregation voted to forgive her and consented to her rebaptism donald G godfrey
and brigham Y card eds the diaries of charles ora card tue
the canadian
years 1886 1903 salt lake city university of utah press 1993 478
isaac hyde bishop was commanded to make public confession for speaking evil of high council susan easton black comp membership of the church
1830 1848 50 vols provo utah religious
ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 18301848
studies center brigham young university 1989 5521 entry for isaac hyde
bishop comment 1
16
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universal public confession members were asked to meet together march 25 1893 confess their sins and forgive one another
before they went to the temple dedication 165

the diminishing role of public confession
while diminishing in use the practice of public confession
continued well into the twentieth century for example instructions in 1915
1913 said that public confession was not necessary in all
cases for those whose offenses were not generally known 166 public confession was most often expected for matters of public
knowledge accordingly the instructions in 1921 indicated that no
records should be made of minor transgressions of young people
and when a transgression was known to the perpetrator only the
confession to the bishop should not be made public or recorded
unless a court was held but publicly known wrongs were confessed or dealt with at the regular weekly priesthood meeting
161
keeping the confession as limited as possible 167
the 1934 handinstructions stated that in a case of public knowledge that
book of
ofinstructions
a young couple had been immoral but had married they still
should make public confession but it could be simply to express
the desire to repent and obtain forgiveness for any wrong that they
may have done

168

clark comp messages of the first presidency 6 vols salt
oark
dark
uto
utu
lake city bookcraft 1966 3241 44 see also WWJ
march 18 1893 9244
WIU
circular ofinstructions
of jesus christ
of instructions 12 salt lake city the church ofjesus
of latter day saints 1913 26
instructions to bishops and counselors stake and ward clerks 13
salt lake city the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1921 41 42
qsalt
isalt
sait
cies bishops and counhandbook of instructions for stake presidencies
Presiden
selors stake and ward clerks 15 salt lake city the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1934 100 adults would understand the coded statement
general handbook ofinstructions
of instructions 1960 required the adulterous person always
to confess to his spouse but that was not continued as a requirement in every
case 98 general handbook supplement 1976 states that special circumstances may dictate that involvement of parents or spouse would be unwise 5
and the general handbook of instructions 1989 says that the repentance of
sexual transgression by a married person generally should include seeking forgiveness from the spouse and a young unmarried person involved in such transgiveness
gression should be encouraged to tell his or her parents 10
1022 however
sometimes such a disclosure might do more harm than good
165james
james R
165
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in 1956 instructions allowed for privately imposed probation
for either single or married people involved in sexual sin who
were repentant 169 except in the case of public scandal when the
man involved might be asked to stand before a melchizedek priesthood meeting and without divulging the details of the transgression confess to having violated the rules of the church express
repentance and ask forgiveness confessions of women might be
reported by the bishop in the melchizedek priesthood meeting of
171
the ward with such explanation as necessary 170
disfellowshipments
excommunications and disfellowship
in 1976 ex
ments were to
communications
be announced only to the melchizedek priesthood of the ward
without specifying detail unless there was need to warn against
apostate teaching 171 since 1976 public confession has not been
expected as part of church discipline and knowledge of discipli171
nary action has been limited to those who need to know 172
knowledge of such disciplinary actions is to be disclosed only to
appropriate men and women leaders except for instances of
predatory action teaching false doctrine or flagrant transgressions things about which the whole congregation knows or
needs to be aware 173
spontaneous public confession is still considered a desirable
practice if handled sensitively and discretely it com
comports
ports with the
comforts
16911andling
handling the transgressor salt lake city distributed by the presiding
bishopric of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1956 3 4
17111andling
handling the transgressor 1956 4
171
17 General handbook
of instructions 21 1976 76 while this is not pubofinstructions
lic confession it would reveal a disciplinary judgment that was often itself the

product of confession
17211andling
handling the transgressor 1956 21 specifies announcement of
excommunication in ward sacrament meeting and stake priesthood meeting and
says nothing about announcing disfellowshipments
disfellowship ments in 1968 excommunications
disfellowshipments
and disfellowship
ments of melchizedek priesthood holders were to be announced
to the melchizedek priesthood of the stake such sanctions against others were
announced in the ward melchizedek priesthood meeting general handbook of
instructions 1968 130
113 113general
173
general handbook of instructions 1983 59 an editorial in the
church news said confession these days almost seems to require public officials and celebrities calling a news conference to discuss their private lives in
public arenas as if privacy no longer matters what was once only heard in private
is now broadcast around the world in
public chest beating church news
august 12 1995 16
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description of the sabbath as a time for confessing thy sins unto
thy brethren dac
d&c 5912 of confession in testimony meeting
spencer W kimball said
we do not hear it

so much anymore the lord so instructed us
that we might seek forgiveness of our sins by having confessed them

humbly acknowledging them before the people and the lord he
cov
ereth his sins shall not prosper but whoso
that coverett
covereth
choso confesseth and
171
174
prov 2813
2815
2813174
2815174
forsaketh
forsaketh them shall have mercy brov

however his advice in 1948 was to make such confession in
general terms
members may bear testimony with a broken heart and a contrite
spirit with thanksgiving and a cheerful heart confessing
this of
course does not mean that the people must detail their major sins
say something like this 1 I recognize my weaknesses and imbut
perfections and 1I am striving constantly to overcome them and ask
you my brothers and sisters to overlook my frailties and errors 175

involvement of bishops in receiving private confessions
in 1860 brigham young began to emphasize a spiritual oversight role for bishops to see that all members of their wards
lived as they should walking humbly with their god attending to
their prayers observing the sabbath day to keep it holy and ceasing
to swear and steal there would not be a person in his ward that he
does not know and he would be acquainted with their circum176
stances conduct and feelings 11176
in 1862 president young stated
spencer W kimball except ye repent
improvement era 52
november 1949 76 quoted in E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball
96 97 spencer W kimball conference reports october 2 1949 127
175 E
kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 516 138 this type of general public admission of weakness is not much different in content from the
liturgics of other churches except the adgeneral public confession built into the liturgies
missions are made individually rather than collectively it is not the general practice of the church for individuals to confess explicit sins in fast and testimony
members of the church are not generally encouraged to discuss
meetings
their sins or those of others before the body of the church or otherwise publicly
marion D hanks answers to questions new era 1 january 1971
1971 10
176 young
176young injd
mjd 8146 august 19 1860 even so in a sermon specifically
ined
about confession brigham young did not suggest confession to the bishop
on march 10 1860 he urged confession to god and to those injured whether an
individual the ward or the public but not confession to a church leader
171
174
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my bishop has just as good a right to come to my house and
demand of me my tithing as he has to demand it of any other person in his ward also to inquire into the state of my family whether
I1 attend to my prayers whether I1 have contention with my neigh177
ac in his capacity as a bishop 11177
bours &c
in fulfilling these duties
bishops undoubtedly heard many confessions or expressions of concern about all kinds of personal or collective problems
the calling of bishop continued as at first to be concerned
with temporal affairs of the kingdom care of the poor buildings
tithing economic development community political leadership
178
but in utah weekly ward
education and judging disputes178
disputes
he

said

and if you have sinned against your god or against yourselves confess

to god and keep the matter to yourselves for I1 do not want to know anything
about it young injd
8361 62 march 10 1860
mjd
ined 836162
confessions sometimes came to the church president or other leaders
either because the bishop was not yet firmly established as the proper recipient
or because the confession was thought deserving of the prophets attention for
example brigham began to receive letters of confession from people who had
been involved in the mountain meadows massacre and his responses suggest he
was not exactly in a mood to forgive and forget leonard J arrington brigham
young american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 281 it was also
noted that brigham complained about people coming to him with confession of
trivialities young in
injd
JD 4286 march 15 1857 see also a letter to wilford
ined
woodruff referring to a confession made to him alexander wilford woodruff
and the mormon reformation 33
177young
177young WJD 9281 april 7 1862 the earliest reference to confessions
to the bishop I1 have found was during the reformation heber C kimball said
bishops
take a course not to expose and ruin men but let their private sins
be privately acknowledged to the bishop and he has authority to report them to
I1 want the bishops
not to be overbearing and hard on the
head quarters
people H kimball injd
mjd
ined 4177 january 11 1857
178
171 171according
according to the doctrine and covenants the bishop of the church in
the 1830s was to receive consecrated property 4231 12421 to keep the
4233 34 12421 to purchase
lords storehouse and look after the poor 7210 423334
lands and build houses of worship 4235 to be present at trial by elders if possible 4282 to be a judge in israel 10772 sitting in judgment upon transgressors
gres sors upon testimony as it shall be laid before him according to the laws
10772 and to certify members going to zion to claim a share of consecrated
property 7217 in sum the bishop was to be responsible for administering all
temporal things 10768 the only distinctly spiritual responsibility placed
upon the bishop of the church was to discern spurious spiritual gifts so as to prevent the saints being misled 4627
eugene campbell lists many responsibilities of bishops who were the key
players in the colonization of the great basin eugene E campbell establishing
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meetings under direction of the bishop became well established 179
and spiritual counseling became an important part of his responsibilities 1180I through 1912 the circular of instructions predecessor of the general handbook of instructions gave bishops
guidelines only with respect to tithes and business matters then
in 1913 for the first time in that series of official written instructions the bishop was specifically identified as having spiritual as
well as temporal responsibilities and having a duty to maintain
confidentiality of confessions except as to matters of public notoriety the 1913 instructions assume an already well established
practice of confessing to the bishop or bishopric noting that
public confession is not always required when offenses are not
generally known 181
the bishop who was first administrator and judge and then
community leader had become a person to whom one could and
should go with personal or spiritual problems he still looked after
the poor and held church courts for serious or resistant sinners
but he also now provided as a listed part of his duty a fatherly listening ear for the troubled soul
zion salt lake city signature books 1988 71 159 see also dale beecher the
office of bishop dialogue 15 winter 1982 103 D gene pace community
leadership on the mormon frontier mormon bishops phd diss ohio state
university 1983 erastus snow stated that the office of bishop was not only to
administer in temporal things care for the poor and receive tithes but also
1854 4 though
to settle disputes as judge st louis luminary 1 november 22
221854
circular letters to stake presidents and bishops around the turn of the century
indicated the desire of the first presidency and twelve to discontinue use of
the practice
church courts for the settlement of temporal disputes
still
continued thomas G alexander mormonism in transition A history of the
1930 urbana university of illinois press 1986 102
latter day saints 1890
18901930
179
171
in commenting that sunday was not much of a day of rest for the saints
brigham mentioned prayer meetings morning service afternoon meetings class
meetings prayer meetings confessing meetings and so on from sunrise to 9 PM
young injd
187 may 31 1863
10187
mjd
ined 10
beecher the office of bishop 112
13 for a long time the teachers
11213
quorums shared oversight of member conduct with the bishop consistent with
doctrine and covenants 205355
2053 55 for example in panaca nevada men who
made up the teachers quorum took up a labor with family heads and rowdy
boys and tried to bring them to their senses and to repentance including occamormons in nevada las
sio
sionally
nally public confession leonard J arrington the cormons
vegas las vegas sun 1979 3 11
181
27
Instructions 12 1913 26
circular of
2627
ofinstructions
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development of standards for institutional discipline
and forgiveness for baptized members
the bishops modern role in receiving confessions became
settled a need arose to identify which out of the broad range of
undesirable behaviors needed to be confessed the matter became quasi jurisdictional in the sense that private confession is
expected for conduct for which possible affirmative sanctions are
stipulated if the behavior is serious enough to warrant church discipline
ci
the member has the responsibility of confessing to the
bishop connecting private confession to church discipline is a
way of advising the member when conduct has been such that
there is an obligation to report it to the bishop 182 because the
bishop has to make decisions about a church members conduct
the relationship between a church member and the bishop may
become adversarial if that member is accused of wrongdoing and
has not confessed members are encouraged to accept any resulting sanctions as a means of reconciliation with the institution that
bears the god given responsibility for their spiritual welfare
the matters serious enough to warrant consideration by a
bishops court have varied in the early pioneer era they included
not only crimes and sexual misconduct but also breaches of loyalty to an embattled community for example during one period
181
185
patronizing gentile merchants could result in church discipline 183
certain standards for discipline and by implication for confession came to be regularized
regularizer by inclusion in printed instructions given
to bishops 184 in 1928 the instructions stated that the following
As

in every era any church leader or lay member for that matter would be
willing to counsel with someone who wanted counsel that is a role friends who are
respected for their compassion and wisdom have always played matters divulged in
such counseling relationships may be more or less serious than those for which private confession is expected but unless the leader is one within whose jurisdiction
the member lives the divulgence is not considered adequate confession
183 see
leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history
1900 lincoln university of nebraska press
of the latter day saints 1830
18301900
1958 248 49 CHC 5224 n 13 young injd
mjd 12284 87 october 8 1868
ined
in 1868 the school of the prophets comprised of approximately 5000
priesthood leaders throughout utah territory proposed a boycott against trade
with anti mormon gentile merchants and the proposal was sustained in october
1812
1112
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transgressions would ordinarily justify holding a bishops court
infractions of the moral law such as fornication and adultery
liquor drinking and bootlegging criminal acts such as thievery burglary or murder and apostasy or opposition to the church 185
in 1934 the instructions added drunkenness cruelty to wives
116
subsequent changes were
or children and promoting polygamy 186
mostly in terminology although in 1968 homosexual acts were added
to the list of sexual sins 187
in 1976 grounds for discipline were put under two general
categories 1 deliberate disobedience to church regulations and
188
listed188
2 moral transgressions with all the previous offenses listed
and incest child molesting embezzling church funds and unchristianlike conduct added in an undated supplement to the
1976 instructions the list no longer included intemperance but
general conference the pressures to support the boycott were primarily social
but excommunication was held out as an ultimate threat for noncompliance
49 CHC 5224 n 13 see also young in
24549
arrington great basin kingdom 245
injd
JD 13103
JD 12281 284 289 october 8 1868 and george Q cannon in
ined
124 october 8 9 1868 A prominent church member accused before the
school of the prophets of patronizing gentile establishments confessed asked
arrington great basin kingforgiveness and made a commitment to stop arlington
dom 494 n 15
115
185
115handbook
handbook of instructions for bishops and counselors stake and
salt lake
isalt
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 14 qsalt
ward clerks of tue
sait

city 1928 75
handbook of instructions 15 1934 97 98 for increased focus of discannon hardy solemn
cipline of persons encouraging polygamy see B carmon
covenant the mormon polygamous passage urbana university of illinois
press 1992 chapters 9 and 10
187
General handbook of instructions 20 1968 122 in 1940 after the
repeal of prohibition liquor drinking drunkenness and bootlegging were
replaced by the general category of intemperance handbook of instructions 16
1940 138 in 1960 the more general language of sex sins general handbook
of instructions 18 19601 97 replaced the previous wording handbook of
instructions 16 1940 138 lesbianism was also added in the general handbook supplement 1976 to clarify that not only male homosexual conduct was
proscribed presiding bishopric handling the transgressor 1956 4 5 says
repeated sexual violations are grounds for court action citing doctrine and
covenants 4224 26 which allows for leniency on the first offense of adultery
but not thereafter
general handbook of instructions 1976 thievery and burglary previously listed separately were covered by general reference to criminal acts
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now specified abortion subject to exceptions in 1985 transsex
ual operations were added to the list
the 1989 instructions adopted a different format and gave as
fist of illustrative felonies plus a numlist
grounds for discipline a long hist
ber of items that would be misdemeanors or noncriminal acts
adultery fornication homosexual relations sex change operation
spouse abuse abandonment of family responsibilities drug misuse
abortion and apostasy the only deletion of a major item found in
189
unchristianlike
was
conduct
offense
the
of
previous instructions
over the years although two items have been dropped
intemperance in 1976190 now seen more as illness or weakness than
as serious evil despite strong church commitment to the word of
wisdom and unchristianlike conduct in 1989 probably seen as too
vague to be applied evenly the tendency has been to include
more items the listed sins only illustrate the grounds on which confession is expected of all compliant members unspecified offenses
of comparable gravity are not excluded from this obligation
to be worthy for priesthood ordinations or temple recommends members must meet standards of conduct and belief higher
histed
listed above ordination and recommend interviews
than those fisted
have also seen a few modifications over the years 191 but the questions asked by the bishop in these situations relate mainly to present obedience and thus do not call for any confession that is not
already expected of all baptized members however in these interviews members are always free to discuss any spiritual concerns
10 4
general handbook of instructions 1989 104
19 19general
general handbook supplement 1976
man
igan 1856 letter from the first presidency indicated that qualifications
for endowment then were age sixteen tithing integrity loyalty to church
leaders belief in plural marriage and living the gospel that covered all sorts
of morality issues juanita brooks john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder
clark mesoark
scapegoat glendale calif arthur H clark 1983 192 see also dark
sages of the first presidency 363 the word of wisdom came to be a fixed
expectation by about 1915 alexander the word of wisdom 82 n 14
tithing also was first encouraged then it became a hallmark of commitment
and finally a requirement in recent years additional inquiries have concerned
sympathy with apostates especially polygamous groups proper personal and
financial conduct with respect to family and faith in the godhead the atonement and the restoration
119 119general
189
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192
churches192
confession in other christian churches
roman catholicism

sins193 was not part of early
private confession of serious sins
christian practice so far as that practice is described in the new
testament that is the understanding of nearly all roman catholic
historians who describe the norm in early christianity as public
191
confession of sins and severe penance 194
the novatianist schism

modern judaism recognizes no intermediaries between man and god
dysfunctional act nonetheless some
and public confession would be seen as a dysfunctional
kabba listic ascetics confessed to one another confession of
sixteenth century kabbalistic
encyclopaedia judaica 5879
sins encyclopaediajudaica
1931prayer
1931rayer
rayer and good works were always a sufficient solution to everyday sins
penitents
Penitents 71
favazza order of penitente
for an exhaustive treatment of the history of penance see oscar D
watkins A history ofpenance
of penance london 1920 reprint new york burt franklin
1961 for good summary accounts see john T mcneill and helena M gamer
libri poeniten
the principal
principallibri
medieval handbooks ofpenance
odthe
of penance A translation of
ofthe
tales and selections from related documents new york octagon books
1965 3 22 and quentin donoghue and linda shapiro bless me father for I1
18 see also favazza order of
have sinned new york donald 1I fine 1984 17
1718
penitents
penitente
nonrepeatable
Peni tents on the institution of public non
repeatable penance RC mortimer
the origins of private penance in the western church oxford clarendon
nonrepeatable
1939 on the ending of public non
repeatable penance leonard geddes and
herbert thurston the catholic church and confession new york macmillan
56 84 jesuit justification of the changes in confession practice in early
1928 5684
and medieval history as consistent with basic doctrine john mclintock and
james strong cyclopaedia of biblical theological and ecclesiastical literature 12 vols new york harper and bros 1867 sv auricular confession
1549 50 private confession unknown in the first centuries presbyter began to
nectarius leo encournectaries
receive confessions office abolished in fourth century by Nectarius
aged private confession
favazza sees a consensus of recent scholarship that private repeatable penance
a repeated sin is able to be absolved any number of times through the sacrament of
private penance is not documented until the late fifth century and believes that the
few scholars who urge that auricular private confession originated much earlier are
penitents
penl
tents 8 55
Peni
driven by apologetic needs favazza order ofpenitents
of penitente
ignatius klug urges that there was always private confession in the church
because 1 there is no proof of its having a specific beginning 2 there is no
record of any protest against imposition of a new practice and 3 tradition
relates it to apostolic times he conceded that confession sometimes had to be
getooheemstede
Heem
stede netherlands uitgeverij
heemstede
eke geloof
public ignatius klug het Katholi
katholieke
katbolieke
toorts 1950 39798
de boorts
397 98
447 english translation
the new catechism of the catholic church HI 1447
united states catholic conference 1994 follows as an official statement of the
church the majority view that in early years public acknowledgment of serious
192 192modern
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resulted from disagreement about whether any confession of and
penance for serious sin after baptism could be efficacious for those
191
who had through such sin broken their covenant with christ 195
private confession came into use only gradually 196 there is
consensus 197 that the practice began in the middle ages
near consensus197
among celtic and anglo saxon monastics then was extended to
lay catholics and finally spread throughout europe
sin was necessary for absolution however some scholars allege that the existence of public confession might only mean that private confession was not
always sufficient J N D kelly early christian doctrine new york harper
1958 216 others state that while the penance was public the confession was

private john halliburton A godly discipline penance in the early church in
46 nathan mitchell the many ways to recon4546
confession and absolution 45
ciliation an historical synopsis of christian penance in background and directions the rite of penance commentaries series vol 3 washington liturgical
28
conference 1978 23
2328
the new catholic encyclopedia sums up the issue of public versus private
confession
whether confession was secret or public still divides historians
some hold that up to the end of the 4th
ath century public confession of
even secret sins was generally required and in evidence thereof they
cite the didascalia
Didascalia the apostolic constitutions irenaeus tertulldidascalic
ian cyprian origen ambrose and others but this testimony is
inconclusive since it can be interpreted as imposing public satisfaction or as merely counseling public confession
that secret confession was the more general practice in the early church is the
more common view of scholars
in a letter written in 459 to some
said secret confession to priests
italian bishops leo the great
alone is sufficient E F latko confession auricular in new
4131 32
catholic encyclopedia 413132
penitente
penitents
86 see hebrews 64
17886
favazza order ofpenitents
Penitents 178
6466 and 1026 30
of penl
see also 1 john 516
18 mortimer origins ofprivate
51618
of private penance 4aj J N D kelly
5th ed london A and C black 1977 198 99
early christian doctrine ath
hubert cunliffe jones ed A history of christian doctrine edinburgh T & T
clark 1978 238
oark
dark
196the
he practice of confession and penance in the early centuries of christianity is thought to have been much like that described in the new testament
it is said that public confession and penance were so rigorous that alternatives
developed when the church grew beyond a small persecuted sect with growth
and the inclusion of people from various cultures and with wide variation in
depth of commitment what had been right in the beginning no longer seemed
galner
gainer
appropriate mortimer origins of private penance 190 mcneill and gamer
22 F L cross and E A livingstone eds in
medieval handbooks ofpenance
of penance 3322
2d ed london oxford univerchristian
ristian church ad
the oxford dictionary of the Cb
sity press 1974 sv penance 1059
197
penitents
rents 56 n 173
favazza order ofpenitents
Penitents
of penitente
195

4j
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private confession was first criticized 198 then regulated and
over centuries became the accepted practice As private confession grew in usage and frequency public confession and penance
essentially disappeared 199 in 1215 private confession of mortal
sins200 received codification in canon law the fourth lateran council required that as part of the sacrament of penance 201 all cathreason 202 make private confession to a priest at
olics past the age of reason202
201
year201 in preparation for easter 204
least once a year203
the council of
589 the third council of toledo called private confession a
borsy the evolving church and
detestable way of seeking forgiveness ladislas orsy
the sacrament of penance denville NJ dimension books 1978 38
wms occasions for confessing mortal sins became more frequent when in
mas
WAs
danger of death during lent before taking communion and even during the
week hearing confession became a major part of the priests ministry and bishops were no longer often personally involved
20owhat
2001
is considered mortal sin is not codified but is understood from
the scriptures and tradition frederick R mcmanus the sacrament of penance
in the code of canon law A text and commentary ed james A coriden
thomas J green and donald E heintschel new york paulist 1985 693 mortal sins are serious conscious and fully consented to sins venial and mortal in
lutheran cyclopedia ed erwin L lueker st louis concordia publishing
house 1975 719
10this
this sacrament involves recognition of sin conversion confession
borobio
robio the tridentorobio
absolution and acts of penance satisfaction
dionisio Bo
tine model of confession in its historical context in collins and power fate of
118in
in AD

confession 22
202
children below about age eight or nine are not capable of grave sin
because they do not understand its real meaning at about this same age children begin to take communion norbert mette childrens confession a plea
for a child centred
cantred practice of penance and reconciliation in collins and
power fate of confession 67 A child even before the age of 7 who can discern between what is morally good and evil and who is capable of grave sin is
bound to confess N halligan confession frequency of in new catholic
encyclopedia 4132
confession is not only obligatory it is also a matter of right each person
has a right to personal confrontation with christ through the priest pope john
paul 11
als
II encyclical redemptor cominis
Encyclic
hominis redeemer of man the papal encyclicals
np mcgrath publishing 1981 278 583
1981 ap
83
585
1958
19581981
203 203monthly
monthly confession of devotion that is confession of venial or previously confessed mortal sins is a wise norm for the conscientious believer once a
week suffices for fervent souls who communicate daily N halligan confession frequency of in new catholic encyclopedia 4133
24borobio
Bo
robio the tridentine model of confession 24 after having attained
borobio
torobio
the age of discretion each of the faithful is bound by an obligation faithfully to
confess serious sins at least once a year code of canon law 1983 canon 989
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trent responding in the mid sixteenth century to the protestant
reformation and its rejection of private confession reinforced the
doctrine of private confession by asserting that christ had instituted it when he said to his apostles after the resurrection whose
11105
205
soever sins ye remit they are remitted unto them
them205
catholic doctrine remains essentially the same today 206
the council of trent

1545 63 abolished general absolution in favor of the individualized sacrament and in 1551 pronounced the doctrine that confession is necessary for salvation but the council noted that the mode is not immutable E F
mem catholic encyclopedia 4132
mew
anew
latko confession auricular mnew
in new
115john 2023 the council of trent cited this particular passage as wen
john
well as
weil
matthew 1619 matthew 1818 and tradition the reasoning was that if a priest is
to forgive he must know what he is forgiving and knowledge must normany
normally
come from confession of the penitent the council also indicated that one must
make full confession of all mortal sins that can be remembered that confession

must relate numbers of occurrences and their circumstances and that confession must be secret As to the last it was conceded that christ had not commanded secrecy but secret confession was thought consistent with christs
teachings Bo
borobio
robio tridentine model of confession 27
torobio
30 J L mccarthy
2730
nem catholic encyclopedia 4134 citing aquinas
mnew
in new
confession seal of anew
206
116
106
11 decided that private confession can now be either anonymous
116vatican
vatican II
through using the traditional confessional booth or face to face as the penitent
chooses effort was made to emphasize the communal nature of confession and to
change the focus from individual sin and culpability to gods forgiveness and
mercy toward repentant individuals in the new rite of reconciliation however
individual integral confession and absolution remain the only ordinary way for
the faithful to reconcile themselves with god and the church in all but exceptional cases catechism of the catholic church united states catholic conference 1994 h1484
t1484 see also thomas S scharbach the american catholic
11
sunstone 14 august 1990 49
church since vatican council II
50
4950.1
5011 am grate49501
4950
ful to thomas scharbach for his assistance with these materials on catholicism
in practice penance has become less severe over time and in spite of
lighter penance and the importance of the doctrine confession has fallen largely
into disuse in some countries it is said for example that in germany adults no
longer do it and adult parisho
parishioners
ners are hardly having recourse to individual conparishoners
fession any more mette childrens confession 65 68 chappell makes a plea
for revitalization of confession after a steep decline that followed vatican 11
II
chappell regular confession multiple references reportedly the number of
US catholics confessing monthly fell from 38 percent in 1964 to 17 percent in
penitents
1976 favazza order of penitente
Penitents 234 n 2 and a 1989 report said 19 percent of
roman catholics who regularly attend sunday mass no longer go to confession
regularly dudley and rowell confession and absolution viii
an essential sacrament of the greek orthodox church is that of Met
metanoia
anoia
change or repentance greek orthodox christians believe Met
metanoia
anoia was established by christ when he entrusted his apostles with the power to forgive the
responsibility to receive confession of moral errors passed from the apostles to
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protestantism
among most protestants private confession is considered
optional luther taught that people have no essential need for a
priest and that going to a priest might sometimes even interfere with
the primary relationship between god and believer he thought that
private confession and penance as he saw them in catholicism contri
tributed to works righteousness an erroneous belief that man can of
himself do something about sins whereas he believed only gods
107
grace matters 207
the catholic practice was also seen as conducive
to abuses as in the inappropriate sale of indulgences 208
however the lutheran 1529 catechism still in use today recognizes a place for private confession if penitente
penitents find it helpful
they are permitted even encouraged to confess to a priest
although it is not doctrinally required and not commonly practiced 209 instead group confession of sinfulness and the general
2081
2011

bishops and priests the greek and roman churches separated in 1054 so their
earlier history is shared orthodoxy does not use a confessional booth but
expects the priest to know the penitent and to take what he knows into account
in the consultation nicon D patrinacos A dictionary of greek orthodoxy
pleasantville
96 see also
Pleasant ville NY hellenic heritage 1984 sv confession 94
9496
milton V backman jr christian churches of america origins and beliefs
provo utah brigham young university press 1976 18 19 28
117 117frank senn
217
frank
the confession of sins in the reformation churches in
collins and power fate of confession 106
see also mormon 832 asserting that churches would say come unto
me and for your money you shall be forgiven of your sins luther considered the
manner in which john tetzel issued indulgences to be highly objectionable backman christian churches ofamerica
of america 72 one of pope leos objections to public
were often not fit to be spoken of in so open a
confession was that the sins
manner richard H wood A cyclopedic dictionary of ecclesiastical terms
according to the use of the episcopal church new york carlton 1984 sv
confession of sin 133
A protestant criticism of private confession was that it tends to corrupt
both the confessors and the confessed by a foul and particular disclosure of sinful
thoughts and actions mclintock and strong cyclopaedia of biblical theological and ecclesiastical literature sv auricular confession 1550
209 209hjalmar
hjalmar lindroth confession and absolution in the encyclopedia of
the lutheran church ed julius bodensieck 3 vols minneapolis minn augsburg publishing 1965 1561 65 for a discussion of the value and practice in
lutheranism of confession and absolution see koehler counseling and confession 38 77 tue
the commission on worship of the lutheran church missouri
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proclamation of absolution is part of the liturgy used in preparing
for communion 210
calvin had a still more skeptical attitude toward confession as
a sacrament although he too valued voluntary private confession 211 in the view of luther and calvin when a priest pronounced absolution he was merely describing what would occur
even without the pronouncement because if the penitent had
faith gods forgiveness would come through grace without any
211
priestly intervention 212
synod st louis mo concordia 1982 gives the following guidelines for private confession
when during consultation with the pastor a person desires individual confession and absolution the following order may be used the
confession made by the penitent is protected from disclosure the pastor is at all times obligated to respect the confidential nature of a confes sion
fession
after confession the pastor lays his hand on the head of
the penitent and says receive the forgiveness christ won for you
by his passion death and resurrection by the command of our
lord jesus christ 1I a called and ordained servant of the word forgive you your sins in the name of the father and of the son and of the
holy spirit 5103310

after corporate confession absolution is pronounced in these words in
the stead and by the command of my lord jesus christ I1 forgive you all your sins
in the name of the father and of the son and of the holy spirit commission on
worship of the lutheran church 308
A 1962 survey showed american lutheran pastors used absolution to some
extent mostly with the sick they often hear informal confession in counseling
but do not offer absolution in that setting about 29 percent reported having used
confession themselves koehler counseling and confession 51 54
senn confession of sins 108 senn says despite calvins personal
110
210
110after

appreciation of private confession there is almost no use of such confession in
reformed churches 109
calvin denied the sacramental nature of private confession but did
admit absolution as a ceremony to confirm faith in the forgiveness of sins
marion J hatchett commentary on the american prayer book new york
uvingstone oxford dictionary of the
seabury 1980 450 see also cross and livingstone
christian church sv absolution 7788
the meaning of absolution is subject to different understandings in catholi
tholicism
cism it constitutes forgiveness given by christs delegated power in other
churches although the language sounds operative 1 I absolve you it may be
understood as simply declaratory of what has already happened by christs grace
or what will happen when faith is sufficient in still others the priest may use
non priest
absolve you and a nonpriest
another form petitioning god may christ
forgives
who hears confession would simply describe the process christ
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vill assumed the headfor a generation or more after henry VIII
ship of the catholic church in england the obligation of private
confession continued the 1549 prayer book admonished those
who used private confession and those who did not to be tolerant
of one another when the text of the prayer book was finally set215
211
tled in 1662 such confession was only optional 213
later those
who urged private confession came under condemnation for reversion to catholicism 214 modem
modern anglicansepiscopalians may be
high church closer to roman catholicism or low church closer
to reformation sentiments but even among high church members
211
anglican confession essentially
private confession is rare today 215
your sins by the grace of the holy spirit senn confession of sins 108 9
cross and livingstone oxford dictionary of the christian church sv absolution 7 8 hatchett american prayer book 450 51 7the
be draft proposed book
52 conversely in
44652
of common prayer new york church hymnal 1976 446
some orthodox rites the language is may god forgive but that petitionary
expression is deemed in itself to give absolution christine hall A view from the
foothills some observations on orthodox practice of the sacrament of confession in dudley and rowell confession and absolution 123 204
the exact choice of words in declaring absolution is a matter of importance for some while others consider all formulations to have the same basic
meaning samuel macauley jackson ed 7the
be new schaff herzog encyclopedia of
religious knowledge 15 vols grand rapids mich baker book house 1977
sv confession of sins 3222
in catholic doctrine absolution is conditional on penance but not on sincerity R S nolan seal of confession in the catholic encyclopedia 15 vols
new york robert appleton 1912 1365
156555 thus the penitent who might obtain
13655
absolution by fraud has obtained absolution of that sin although he or she has in
the process committed the new grave sin of sacrilege rev raymond C obrien
telephone interview
213
213nolan
nolan seal of confession in catholic encyclopedia 13654
214
in the anglican church the oxford movement notably john keble and
edward pusey in the early 1800s urged voluntary private confession senn confession of sins 112 see also geoffrey rowell the anglican tradition from the
reformation to the oxford movement in dudley and rowell confession and
119
absolution 91
91119
115
215
the son of an episcopal priest offered the impression that even among
high church groups perhaps less than 25 percent of adults might have been to
at least one confession with their priest by the time they were 40 years of age
less than 5 percent would be likely to have confessed regularly for instance
philip L barlow letter to author july 15 1991 see also perry butannually
ler introduction confession today in dudley and rowell confession and
absolution 1
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116
view 216
and the pronouncement of absolution
followed luthers view216
was only a relief from church sanction not the imparting of a
divine forgiveness
none of the largest protestant groups require private confesLuth erans and anglicans make forsion as catholics do although lutherans
mal provision for optional private confession 217 most protestants
expect believers to make confession only to god to the public in a
general confession forming part of the liturgy and to people one
has injured
early in US history a few groups such as the lutheran
pietists and methodists practiced specific public confession of
218
sins unto the brethren as the text reads in d&c
5912
that
dac
219
and
practice continues among other groups such as mennonites219
Mennonites
7

216the
the anglican prayer book

1552 recognizes voluntary private confesians may
sion especially for the sick senn confession of sins 109 episcopalians
Episcopal
confess before a deacon or lay person as well as before a priest wood in A cyclo-

pedic dictionary of ecclesiastical terms sv
sin

confession

sv confession of

134
130
150
130134

protestants have seen mandatory private confession as one of
ions of the romish church in that it gives tyrannical
corruptions
the greatest corrupt
power to priests and turns the penitent away from god mclintock and
strong cyclopaedia of biblical theological and ecclesiastical literature
sv auricular confession 1550 episcopal church evangelical education
society distinctive principles and methods of work apnp nd 69 see also
bob soileau confession in encyclopedia of southern baptists 4 vols
nashville broadman 1958 1305 which states confession is a matter
between the individual and god and don F newfeld and julia neuffer
eds confession in seventh day adventist bible students source book
washington DC review and herald publishing association 1962 9520
which declares the new testament knows nothing of confession as a formal institution
senn confession of sins 107 for more on lutheran pietists see back2senn
man christian churches of america 75 excommunication and public confession as part of discipline to keep the church pure was practiced by the
rians and especially
presbyterians
anabaptists calvinists john knox in scotland Presbyte
the puritans the puritans feared the practice of private confession would lead to
priestly power over people senn confession of sins 109 112 modem baptists do not practice congregational discipline but it is part of their tradition
ad ed nashwilliam harold tiemann and john C bush the right to silence 2d
ville abingdon 1983 76
1197be
219the mennonite encyclopedia 4 vols
hillsboro kan mennonite
brethren 1955 sv ban 1219
some
217some
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the church of the brethren 220 as a means to avoid being shunned
or excommunicated 221
A continuing appeal of public confession is illustrated by the
fact that in 1995 students in many evangelical colleges engaged in
lengthy revival meetings at which they felt impelled to confess sins
such as cheating racism apathy and pornography 222

conclusion
from the beginning of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints confession has been an element of the fundamental
doctrine of repentance secret confession to god is always required when individuals are harmed forgiveness must be sought
from them and serious sins are the subject of either public or private confession which sins need to be confessed to whom and
the degree of publicity given confessions have changed from time
to time
public confession had a long history in christianity during
the revivals of the early 1800s it was not uncommon to expect repentant souls to confess their sins to other believers thus to con31223
11113
223
fess in public 31123
the confession might be in general terms but
221
224
would
guilt
hold
back
their
truly
not
convinced of
members
public confession is the norm for the brethren although it occurs when
to
someone is accused the purpose of brethren church discipline has been
bring about a public confession or acknowledgment to the congregation of that
error by the person failure results in avoidance ban or disfellowship
ment the brethren encyclopedia 3 vols philadelphia the brethren encyclopedia 1983 sv confession public 1333 sv discipline 1386 89 sv
acknowledgment 13
121for
for a successful lawsuit against a church when the conduct of a woman
unwilling to confess was announced to the congregation after she had withdrawn from the church see buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits 1
222
david briggs deseret news april 29 1995 sec A p 10
2230f
of 78 converts in kirtland for whom information is available 57 73 percent were protestant before conversion 21 27 percent were unchurched and
none were catholic the great majority of americans in that era were unchurched protestants grew from 7 percent to 17 percent of the population during the first half of the nineteenth century mark R grandstaff and milton V
mormons
Mormons BYU studies 30
backman jr the social origins of the kirtland cormons
spring 1990 56 57
120
220
120public

2247
2247pis
pTPJS
ys 155 HC

pis
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the restoration occurred

in this milieu and in the restorations
early days public confession was practiced extensively
however with the creation of the ward as a small ecclesiastical unit and with the entrustment of the spiritual welfare of ward
members to the ward bishop the instructions from church leaders
have identified the normal pattern of repentance for serious sins as
requiring private confession to ones bishop As a judge in israel
and one of those set to watch over the church and to be elders
unto the church he is given the gift and the responsibility to
assess through the gift of discernment the genuineness of peoples
profession of spiritual gifts dac
d&c 4627 consistent with that is
his responsibility to judge the genuineness of repentance
many christian groups emphasize mans innate sinfulness and
focus on his nature more than on his individual sins whereas LDS
doctrine stresses mans original innocence and perfectibility with
focus on his individual shortcomings but over time the understanding and practice of confession in the LDS church came to be
215
115
similar in some respects to roman catholicism 225
both moved
from using public confession to encouraging private confession
lighter
fighter sanctions as they became less a
and from harsh penance to highter
persecuted people apart a community of saints and more a group
126
with variable commitment a training ground for sinners 226
both catholics and latter day saints require private confession of
any serious misconduct to a spiritual counselor as an earthly representative
senta tive of god both groups also believe that christ gave his
apostles power to forgive sin the catholics believe the authority
was passed down to the catholic priests and the latter day saints
believe it was given to the modern apostles but not to the ward

bishops thus the catholic priest pronounces absolution
whereas the LDS bishop merely waives penalties that might be
imposed through church discipline leaving absolution to god
spencer W kimball responding to complaints that confession in the
LDS
IDS
ins church was too similar to the practice in other churches noted that the fact
that others do something does not make it wrong S kimball miracle of forgiveness 184 85
226
kelly early christian doctrine 201 see also cunliffe jones history of
christian doctrine 238
225 115spencer
115
125
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after hearing a confession the LDS bishop decides whether
to exempt a person from church discipline on the grounds that
repentance is judged to be sincere and no independent justification for discipline appears other options are to invoke the juris227
councij227
diction of the bishops disciplinary council227
council or refer the matter to
the stake president for a stake disciplinary council
this century has seen steady escalation in specifying the standards of behavior expected of members of the LDS church with
respect to the grounds for discipline the lists of misconduct that
call for church disciplinary council action and hence confession to
the bishop have become longer
making private particularized confession is easier than public disclosure of ones sins A willingness to make public confession requires great conviction humility and courage perhaps in
the earlier years when all church members were converts there
was among them a greater fervor a greater sense of interdependent community with more informality frankness humility and
tolerance for confrontation than in more recent years sometimes
now there may be greater distance between members more formality and a more complex structure within the LDS wards and
communities than existed in pioneer settlements
if sin is conceived not only as an offense against god but also
against the community of believers then confession to that community is consistent with the basic requirement of confession to those
221
As the community grows larger sin tends to
who have been hurt 228
become popularly viewed less an offense against the group and
more an individual matter 229 at one time LDS church discipline was
227the
the

bishops disciplinary council can impose any sanctions on any ward
member except excommunication of a melchizedek priesthood holder
22
sergei hackel states in earlier centuries the church chose to emphasergel
size the public communal and ecclesial sic nature of reconciliation with its
body
thus the sins were necessarily to be acknowledged when the body
met hackel adds on russian soil developed among some the concept that
man sins not only against his fellows but against the cosmos
they would
bow to the earth kiss it cleanse their hands with it this was their way to seek
forgiveness for any harm which they had done to mother earth to cosmos to creation sergei hackel paths to reconciliation some ways and by
ways from the
byways
orthodox past epiphanyjournal
epiphany journal summer 1986 32 34
229a
A catholic theologian has tied the practice of private confession in his
church to among other things anxiety ridden religious and church practice
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fairly open with public announcement of disfellowshipment
ment or
disfellowship
excommunication and public confession at least sometimes called
for now confession to the bishop generally suffices to reconcile the
transgressor with the church as well as to facilitate forgiveness by
god As little publicity as possible is given to confession and discipline with only those who have a need to know being notified this
practice seems responsive to the heightened sense of individualism
privacy and legal liability that exists today 230
the practice of confession has shifted with changing circum131
251
stances but the basic doctrine of confession has not changed 231
confession remains one of the essential steps to repentance and
repentance is one of the first principles of salvation
edward L kimball is ernest L wilkinson professor of law brigham young uniLDS
IDS
ver sity he has served in five los
versity
ios communities as branch president bishop and
as counselor in a stake presidency
that is strongly individualistic and sacramentalist mette childrens confession 69 similar sentiment concerning preoccupation by both priest and penitent with sin is expressed in bok secrets 78
iiofor
for descriptions of lawsuits against churches for efforts at public discipline see buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits 1
231 231stephen L
stephen
richards notes the difference between changing forms and
persisting substance in the church epilogue continuing revelation and mormon doctrine in line upon line essays on mormon doctrine ed gary james
bergera salt lake city signature books 1989 183 85 boyd K packer says
changes in organization or procedure are a testimony that revelation is ongoing
while doctrines remain fixed the methods or procedures do not boyd K
packer revelation in a changing world ensign 19 november 1989 15
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